
What is a Call Centre?

There are a number of defi nitions for the term “call centre” in use. The 

most basic suggests that anyone doing business over the phone is a call cen-

tre. When I think of the term call centre, I tend to think of something much 

larger. To me, it is a group of people bound together by the same technology, 

processes and goals. I fi nd it useful to refer to a call centre as a “sales-and-

service factory” which, like a manufacturing operation, relies on people, 

processes and technology to produce a quality product. In a call centre, work 

is delivered to the workstations by telephone lines where skilled people use 

specialized tools (usually computers) to process the work. A call centre may 

deal with a large number of inbound calls, outbound calls or both. 

An “inbound call centre” receives calls placed by a customer. For 

instance, if you were to call an airline by dialing a 1-800 number, your 

call would be routed to a room of 25, 50, or possibly hundreds of people 

(anywhere in the world) handling similar calls. Their job is to service your 

request while you remain at your work or home. In contrast, an “outbound 

call centre” initiates the call to the customer. Telemarketing calls, customer 

opinion surveys and collections calls are all examples of an outbound call 

centre. Some offi ces are “blended”, meaning that they handle both inbound 

and outbound calls at the same time.
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Call centres evolved as a natural response to our busy lives and the need 

for convenience. This need has led to fi nancial institutions offering 24-hour 

banking services over the phone and fast food companies offering home 

delivery with orders placed over the phone. These are just two examples; 

you can conduct just about any type of business from your home by calling 

a company’s call centre.

What Makes a Great Call Centre?

A truly effective call centre produces good results in the three key areas 

of performance:

• revenue generation

• effi ciency

• customer satisfaction

It’s all or nothing with these measures as they are dependent on one 

another. Good revenue generation cannot happen without satisfi ed customers 

and the more effi cient the call centre, the more time is available for generat-

ing revenue. Effi ciency cannot be achieved without good revenue generation 

or customer satisfaction. For example, when a call centre fails to satisfy a 

customer on the fi rst attempt, revenue isn’t maximized because customers 

who really wanted our service or product must call back to get what they 

want. This creates ineffi ciency by duplication of effort. It also represents poor 

service as it makes the customer do more work to get what they wanted when 

they initiated the fi rst call.

Revenue Generation

Revenue is the lifeblood of any organization. Some inbound call centres 

don’t spend a lot of time thinking about revenue generation—some because 

they classify themselves as customer service centres and others because they 

think that selling is inappropriate or rude. From my point of view, if you 

don’t generate revenue in your call centre, you are missing an opportunity 

to sustain the company and you will potentially reduce the level of service 

provided to your customers. More and more companies are beginning to 

realize the importance of identifying revenue generation opportunities for 

their call centres.
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Effi ciency

Recently effi ciency has become a “bad” word as well. The suggestion 

is that the pursuit of effi ciency can only occur at the expense of customer 

satisfaction. Nothing could be further from the truth. Most customers do 

not consider a call to your call centre the highlight of their day. They want 

speedy, effi cient answers to their questions—they want the same thing you 

do—effi ciency. Improve effi ciency and improve customer satisfaction.

Characteristics of Call Centres

An effective call centre:
• Answers the phone quickly.

• Has consistent cost of operations.

• Has high employee morale.

• Has low employee turnover.

• Is continually improving effi ciency, service and revenue generation.

• Adapts services to customer needs and expectations.

• Has an appropriate blend of technology, people, and processes…

does not over-focus on one. Customer need drives the technology, 

processes and management.

An ineffective call centre:
• Over-relies on quick answers and “Band-Aids” such as technology 

to solve problems. 

• Has high employee turnover.

• Has low employee morale.

• Produces inconsistent results.

• Does not answer the phone quickly.

• Has inconsistent costs and/or revenue generation.

• Suffers from a lot of surprises and down time.

Chapter One…Introduction and Setup
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A Note on Employee Opinion

In addition to revenue, effi ciency and customer satisfaction, some 

members of my staff believe that we should include employee opinion as a 

measure of business effectiveness. This is still an ongoing debate. I prefer 

to view employee opinion as a driver to success in maximizing revenue, ef-

fi ciency and customer satisfaction. The following case study illustrates how 

we came to agree that employee opinion is critical to long-term success.

CASE STUDY 

My consulting team and I spend a lot of time visiting and analyzing other 

call centres. Through these exchanges, we learn a lot about strategies 

and procedures that help us to meet our call centre’s goals. 

Last year we visited two competitive call centres. They were in the same 

industry, competed for the same customers and sold virtually the same 

product. At fi rst glance they seemed identical. It was when we interacted 

with their employees that we began to notice the differences. In the fi rst 

call centre (Company A), the employees were not very happy. Annual 

employee turnover was over 30 percent and the employees that we 

met made many negative remarks about the company. Management, 

although not intentionally negative, appeared to have a very indifferent 

approach toward their staff. On the other hand, the second company 

(Company B) actively pursued employee satisfaction. In this company, 

employees were clearly happier, turnover was under 20 percent and 

when we met employees, they seemed genuinely happy to be at work. 

There were no negative comments voiced by this group of employees. 

Management was passionate about involving employees and making the 

workplace somewhere that the employees wanted to be.

We asked both companies for some benchmark statistics on 

performance. While we couldn’t get revenue statistics, we immediately 

noticed that Company B, had 13 percent fewer customer cancellations. 

In addition, Company B’s cost per customer was signifi cantly lower, 

indicating a higher level of effi ciency.

This data, combined with our observations of employee satisfaction, 

convinced us that employee opinion defi nitely has an impact on revenue, 

effi ciency and customer satisfaction. There is no doubt that if an 

employee is truly enjoying his/her work, they are more likely to participate 

in the process of obtaining our goals. If those goals are clearly defi ned 
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in terms of revenue, effi ciency and customer satisfaction, then they are 

aware of what we need to work toward.

Happy, committed employees have a greater stake in the success of our 

company and our department.

So, although I may not agree that positive employee opinions are a major 

business goal of our operation, I am very much aware that they are an im-

portant driver and how we choose to affect this particular driver can impact 

on our longterm success.

Growing a Call Centre

My experience has been that the very best call centres don’t just spring 

up overnight. They evolve and improve with time and nurturing. This is 

because call centres are vastly complicated with hundreds or thousands of 

impacts affecting them all the time. Great call centres manage these impacts 

so that service, effi ciency and revenue generation are constantly improving. 

This requires a very high level of teamwork, consistency of purpose and un-

derstanding of how things work among the entire call centre staff. Naturally, 

this level of understanding and harmony does not occur over night, but rather, 

it grows over time. Nowhere is continuous improvement better demonstrated 

than in a growing, thriving call centre.

It seems to me that we all start off at the same spot—we fi nd ourselves 

in a new call centre job knowing very little about how call centres work. 

Conferences and magazines provide a hodgepodge of very useful, but 

unconnected information about call centres. Technology providers offer 

“instant-pudding” solutions to the call centre problem. Unfortunately, many 

wealthy companies have learned that expensive technology alone is not the 

answer. What is lacking is a simple system of cause and effect that will help 

us to drive our call centres toward their goals. This book is my attempt to 

provide that simple system.

Chapter One…Introduction and Setup



Most of the book is written in the fi rst person. I debated about this style 

for some time, fi nally concluding that this style provided readability, clar-

ity and personal warmth. The central fi gure in this book is the call centre 

manager. In chapter 2, he discusses his role as it relates to the company 

mission and the “23 steps to running an effective call centre.” Because the 

manager has overall mission responsibility for the call centre, he or she also 

briefl y outlines the other call centre roles. This chapter will provide a good 

overview of the call centre business model. Subsequent chapters provide a 

greater level of detail into the methods used to achieve the steps outlined in 

the model. Readers could review chapters 1 and 2, then skip to the chapter 

that discusses the material most relevant to their needs. However, as I believe 

that all call centre professionals benefi t from a sound understanding of the 

overall call centre process, I highly recommend a review of all the methods 

covered in this book.
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CASE HISTORY 

I am the call centre manager and I love my job. People frequently ask 

me why I became a call centre professional. In my case, I was recently 

out of university and I really wasn’t sure what I wanted to do with my life. 

My morning custom was the perusal of the news. One Saturday, I read 

that a career workshop was being offered at the library. The workshop 

promised to help “uncover the perfect career for you.” I was intrigued 

by the advertisement and decided to participate in the seminar. Much 

to my surprise, the seminar was really quite good. The sessions put 

me through a number of exercises that led me to what I’d be happy 

doing. By the end of the day I’d determined that I enjoyed a fast-paced 

environment, working with lots of people, having authority over an entire 

process and being exposed to a variety of challenges. The counselor 

suggested that I might enjoy call centre work, especially that of being a 

call centre manager.

Within two weeks I had an interview at a call centre for a major airline. 

I applied and was offered a job selling on the phones. I totally loved the 

experience. Within a year I’d worked myself up to a supervisory role and 

three years later I became manager of my fi rst call centre.

Running a call centre is what I imagine being captain of a Starship would 

be like. I hold overall responsibility for the enterprise; I have a skilled 

staff to assist me. In any day we will take quick action to capture an 

opportunity or avoid a problem; we’ll discuss long-term strategy; we’ll 

work on issues relating to technology, resource management, procedures, 

and human resources or fi nance. As call centre manager, I’m forced to 

use all the skills that I learned in business school. I can’t imagine doing 

anything else. It is as rewarding a position as it is challenging, and it is a 

tremendous test of mettle and character for anyone who embarks upon it.

CHAPTER 2
 

the Call Centre
Manager
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My Role

As the call centre manager I am responsible for the overall output of 

the call centre. Our department’s mission statement defi nes what is required 

of our operation and me. Our mission defi nes our call centre’s purpose and 

achieving our mission is defi ned by our department’s business model. The 

model outlines the steps that we need to take to achieve the mission.

The business model represents our overall strategy for the call centre. 

It’s what we, as a group, are here to do and it is our plan for success. The 

mission and vision are the immediate and long-term goals. All other parts 

of the model are intended to drive the operation toward achievement of the 

mission. In its simplest form our model is defi ned as follows:
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The 23 Steps

Model                        23 Steps 
Mission and Vision 1.  Set the mission and vision of the operation.

Business Measures 2.  Establish measurable business objectives that support the  

  mission and vision.

Performance Drivers 3.  Identify the key numerical drivers that impact the   

  business objectives.
  

Business Practices 4.  Assign key roles and responsibilities required to achieve 

     goals.

  5.  Ensure that all policies and procedures support   

     the mission, business objectives and key drivers.

 6.  Determine resources required to meet goals.

 7.  Determine when resources are needed.

 8.  Ensure that the resources are available when they are needed.

  9.  Recommend the appropriate tools to meet business                

  objectives that affect key drivers.

 10.  Confi gure the tools to work properly and reliably.

 11.  Provide appropriate maintenance and troubleshooting support.

 12.  Hire the right TSRs to do the job.

 13.  Tell them what to do and why.

 14.  Show them how to do it.

 15.  Give them feedback on performance.

 16.  Make supporting them your #1 mission.

 17.  Work with your EPS to understand how success in this  

     position can help you to achieve your goals.

 18.  Work to achieve your job expectations.

 19.  Continually improve your skills until you become a peak  

     performer.

 20.  Show others how to become a peak performer.

Culture 21.  Create a culture that supports the mission.

Reporting 22.  Provide statistical feedback on business objectives and  

     key performance drivers.

 23.  Identify opportunities to improve operational and   

     individual performance through statistical analysis key  

     performance drivers. 

Chapter Two…The Call Centre Manager
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As you can see, the steps are tightly integrated into our business model. 

We then assign the steps to key management staff in the call centre to ensure 

that each step is given special focus.

As leader and department manager, I use the steps to defi ne how I affect 

the business model. My responsibilities are as follows:

1. Set the mission and vision of the operation.

2. Establish measurable business objectives that support the 

mission and vision.

3. Identify the key numerical drivers that impact the business 

objectives.

4. Assign the key roles and responsibilities required to achieve 

goals.

5. Ensure that all policies and procedures support the mission, 

business objectives and key drivers.

6. Create a culture that supports the mission.

Mission & Vision

I work with the senior management of our company to determine what 

our department should be trying to accomplish. Rather than a vague “moth-

erhood” statement, our mission describes a specifi c purpose and is derived 

from the company’s mission. Our vision statement is a description of the 

type of company that we want to become. Our vision describes the long-term 

implications of our mission.

For example, our company mission is:

To maximize stakeholder value by providing the highest value 
customer communication services available anywhere.

Note that our corporate mission addresses the reasons that we are in 

business.
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To support this mission, our department’s mission statement is:

To achieve our corporate mission of return, security and
lifetime customer loyalty by providing channels of

customer communication which facilitates customer sales
and service in a manner that maximizes long-term value

for the customer, employee and company.

Just as with our corporate mission statement, the call centre’s mission 

statement addresses revenue, effi ciency and customer satisfaction. 

As an extension of the department’s mission statement, it is my job to 

project to the department and company a long-term view of where our opera-

tion will be—sort of a department vision. Our mission describes what we are 

trying to do right now. Our vision describes how we will go about achieving 

our mission in the future.

We’ve done a great deal of research into what customer needs and ex-

pectations are going to be over the next fi ve years. Some of the trends that 

we are dealing with include:

• Accelerating pace of life  —people are increasingly busy

• Increasing competitiveness around “ease of sales and service”

• Increasing shopping options for customers

• An increasingly sophisticated consumer

As a result of these trends and others, we’ve created this vision for how 

our call centre operations must work in the future:

One-on-one, media-tailored, customized
relationships with each customer.

What this means for us is that it is no longer acceptable to treat customers 

as one mass of humanity. With increasing similarity of products, it is service 

that will differentiate our company! We will have to treat customers as indi-

viduals. To meet this challenge, we see a call centre which isn’t really a call 

centre. Operators will sit at computer terminals and receive calls from a variety 

of media. The fi rst might be a 1-800 voice call from a customer, the second 

might be an Internet message, and the third might be a fax or letter. Mix in 

telemarketing calls and our operator becomes a “universal contact handler.”

Chapter Two…The Call Centre Manager
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Communicating in the customer’s preferred media will be one change, 

but we believe that the most important change will be with whom in our 

company the customer communicates. We’re working towards a day when 

each universal contact handler has their own account base—maybe 5,000 

customers each. Whenever a customer attempts to contact us, their account 

representative is the fi rst point of contact. If the account representative is not 

available, the customer can be referred to another representative. Technology 

will route contacts to the appropriate representative and, where the customer 

chooses, provide automated services.

We also envision an online support system for the representative. This 

system would provide the “rep” with all the information that we have on the 

customer, including history with our company, preferences in merchandise, 

pricing, and even preferences in colour. How will this relate to telemarketing? 

Because we know so much about the customer and because part of our rep’s 

job is to develop a relationship with the customer, outbound calls initiated by 

our reps will be welcomed more than they traditionally were. It will not be 

the telemarketing call that you experience today. Remember, in dealing with 

the customer, we are just managing a relationship. In a good relationship, 

you call your friend from time to time and your friend calls you. This will be 

similar. Our rep will receive calls, voice-mails, Internet messages, etc., from 

their customers. To service the customer, we’ll have to call them back.

From time to time, we’ll want to check-in with customers that we 

haven’t contacted or heard from in a while. Sometimes we might call to see 

how a product is working or to follow-up on a delivery problem. At the same 

time, we might call to see if we can help with their Christmas shopping. 

The point is, we must determine if it adds value to the customer and if it is 

consistent with our relationship. If it adds value and adds to the relationship, 

then by all means we will contact the customer—but we probably won’t call 

it telemarketing.

Business Objectives

Our mission and vision speak broadly to what we should be trying to 

do in our daily operations and planning. We can make the attainment of our 

mission much more observable and manageable by creating measurable 

objectives to track.
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Our mission suggests three broad areas of focus: customer satisfaction, 

effi ciency and revenue generation. We believe that every business objective 

can be classifi ed under these three simple headings. We also believe that 

most call centres should consider all three, although operations that consider 

themselves cost centres will argue that they do not have revenue respon-

sibility. Certainly every operation has effi ciency and customer satisfaction 

accountability.

I like to think of our business measures as gauges of performance, much 

like starships have a series of gauges of performance. Our business measures 

should refl ect how we are performing over time on service, effi ciency and 

revenue generation. Generally, we don’t need a lot of measures, a few which 

accurately refl ect each area will do.

Here’s a list of business measures that I look at for our operation:

 Business Measure What it Tells Us 

Customer  •  Customer Satisfaction •  Feedback on how well we are

 •  Probability that the customer  meeting customer expectations 

   will continue to do business  (percent of time exceeding

  with us  expectations)  

 •  Abandonment rate

  

Effi ciency •  Cost per Customer •  Blends effi ciency and cost

 •  Cost per Order   control into one measure

 •  Cost per Call

 

Revenue  •  Dollars of revenue per hour •  Tells me how well we are doing

Generation  of logged telephone time  at turning opportunities into 

 •  Dollars of revenue per   revenue

  customer

These business measures are my overall barometer of how well the op-

eration is doing in its delivery of service, revenue generation and effi ciency. 

All the measures that I’ve identifi ed are used in call centres. I believe that 

the best measures are probability of re-purchase (customer opinion), cost 

per customer (effi ciency) and revenue per customer (revenue generation). 

With these measures I can build an economic model of call centre effective-

ness which, over time, will tell me if the call centre is improving long-term 

corporate profi tability.

Chapter Two…The Call Centre Manager
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Run charts of monthly performance tell me whether we are improving by 

illustrating the trends in performance. In combination with the right measures, 

run charts tell us if we are achieving our goal of continuous improvement.
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Business measures and the run charts that help to analyze performance 

are excellent indicators of overall performance. However, they don’t tell us 

much about the specifi cs of performance: how did cost per customer get to 

the point that it is today? For a fi ner degree of understanding and control, we 

have to break the operation down into a few key drivers of performance. 

Key Drivers

On their own the key drivers don’t tell us much about our operation. 

They are micro-measures that impact the business measures and overall 

performance. Together they affect the business measures. In most cases we 

can use the key drivers to model the business measures mathematically and 

our operation’s performance. So where the business measures are gauges of 

overall performance in revenue generation, effi ciency and service, the busi-

ness drivers can be thought of as the levers that affect performance. It is their 

ability to affect overall performance, and our ability to affect them directly, 

that make the key drivers so powerful.

Most of the key drivers are common to all call centres (call length, oc-

cupancy), while others may not apply to all operations (conversion rate). The 

following are the key drivers that affect our operation’s performance:

Driver Impact/Defi nition 

% Customers Calling � Provides an understanding of the call  
  volume generated by each customer.

 � Works well when the call centre has a  
  fi nite customer base.  

Customers � When multiplied by contacts per   
  customer yields the total call volume.

 � Can be substituted with orders when the  
  customer base is less defi ned. 

CST � Customer Service Time 

 � A precise measure of average call length.  
  Is defi ned as: (agent logged time minus  
  time waiting for calls) divided by calls  
  answered.

 � Can be subdivided into: average talk  
  time, average post-call wrap time and  
  average “other” time. 

Chapter Two…The Call Centre Manager
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M/P � The ratio of staff time spent manning the  
  phones (M) divided by the total number  
  of paid hours (P). 

Occupancy � A measure of staff productivity while  
  manning the phones. Is the percentage  
  of time that all staff spent talking, in  
  post-call wrap up or “other” work state  
  while logged into the phone system.  
  Excludes time waiting for calls, (defi ned  
  as (logged time minus idle time) divided  
  by logged time.

 � Directly affects accessibility. 

Variable Cost Per Hour � Total variable cost required to run the  
  call (Wage, Benefi ts, Telecom)  
  centre for one hour.  

Total Fixed Costs  � Total recurring monthly costs, such as,  
  rent and equipment leases. 

Conversion on Contacts � Percentage of calls answered resulting in  
  a sale.  

Average Revenue per sale � Average dollars generated per sale.

Average Speed of Answer � The average amount of time that   
  customers had to wait before being  
  greeted by a live operator. 

Call Review Scores � Average internal assessment of staff call  
  handling competency. Represents staff  
  performance against internal expectation 

  for call handling skill.

With a good understanding of the drivers, a call centre manager can 

conduct major planning without the aid of PCs or sophisticated scheduling sys-

tems. For example, I can calculate our annual budget in a few moments using a 

calculator, pencil and one sheet of paper. Sensitivity analysis or business cases 

can be done in the same amount of time. It’s actually easy, with a good under-

standing of the drivers. Our analyst (chapter 4) will give you a good overview 

of the mechanics and use of the drivers in conducting call centre planning.

The power in the drivers comes from focusing management attention on 

a few specifi c manageable levers to operation performance. By concentrat-

ing and constantly improving our understanding and performance against the 

drivers, we achieve an incredible amount of control over how to manage our 

call centre.
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Our business model draws its strength from the interrelationship of the 

various parts. As the following diagram illustrates, the drivers affect the busi-

ness measures, which gauge performance against our mission. And similarly, 

the things that we do on a daily basis, our business practices, affect the 

drivers. As we understand the impact of our actions on the drivers, we gain 

increasing control on the outputs of our operation.

The drivers affect the business objectives and the 

business objectives refl ect our progress against our 

mission. To ensure that we retain this strict alignment 

of objectives, I ensure that everything we do is consis-

tent with supporting the key drivers. All policies and 

procedures must in some way tie back to improving 

our understanding, control and performance of these 

drivers.

Roles and Responsibilities

Probably my most important task is to ensure that everyone working in 

the call centre is tightly focused on our business model. We use an organiza-

tion structure designed around a complete plan to achieve the department 

mission. We call the plan the “23 steps to an effective call centre.” The steps 

are simply things that must get done regularly to ensure that department 

efforts are clearly focused on achieving our goals. To be successful, most 

call centres will require an organization structure similar to the one we use, 

however, it is not necessary to have a person in each role. Many smaller op-

erations cover the required roles with fewer staff. The important consideration 

is that the responsibilities are covered.

Including my own responsibilities, our structure includes the following 

roles and steps:

Manager/Director
 1. Set the mission and vision of the operation.

 2. Establish measurable business objectives that support the mission  
   and vision.

 3. Identify the key numerical drivers that impact the business   
   objectives.

 4. Assign key roles and responsibilities required to achieve goals.

 5. Create a culture that supports the mission.

 6. Ensure that all policies and procedures support the mission,   
   business objectives and key drivers.

Chapter Two…The Call Centre Manager
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Resource Supervisor (Scheduler) 
 7. Determine resources required to meet goals.

 8. Determine when resources are needed.

 9. Ensure that the resources are available when they are needed.

 

Analyst 
 10. Provide statistical feedback on business objectives and key   

  performance drivers.

 11. Identify opportunities to improve operational and individual   

  performance through statistical analysis of key performance drivers. 

 

Technology Supervisor
 12. Recommend the appropriate tools to meet business objectives and  

     affect key drivers.

 13. Confi gure the tools to work properly and reliably.

 14. Provide appropriate maintenance and trouble shooting support.

 

Employee Performance Supervisor (EPS)
 15. Hire the right TSRs to do the job.

 16. Tell them what to do and why.

 17. Show them how to do it.

 18. Give them feedback on performance.

 19. Make supporting them your #1 mission.

 

Telephone Service Representatives (TSR)
 20. Work with your EPS to understand how success in this position can  

     help you to achieve your goals.

 21. Work to achieve your job expectations.

 22. Continually improve your skills until you become a peak performer.

 23. Show others how to become a peak performer. 

Our management team is designed to “functionally” support our call 

centre. What I mean by this is that we are structured around the things that 

need to get done. Our business model is our primary guide of what needs 

to be done. 
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When determining our roles and responsibilities, we are very careful to 

insure that accountabilities are not shared. Only the technology supervisor is 

responsible for ensuring that our technology is working properly. The em-

ployee performance supervisor is solely responsible for an agent’s ability to 

do their job. The scheduler is the only person responsible for ensuring that 

suffi cient resources exist at any moment and the analyst is solely responsible 

for feedback and coordinating improvement opportunities.

This system of direct accountabilities makes my job of general manage-

ment much easier. For example, I might start my day with the following 

conversations:

Manager Good morning, Analyst. Did we meet our performance  

  expectations yesterday? 

 Analyst Just another day of good results.
   

Manager Hello, EPS. Is our staff ready and capable of doing the  

  job of serving customers in a manner consistent with our  

  objectives? 

EPS Indeed, they are.
  

Manager Hello, Resource Supervisor. Do we have enough people,  

  space, furniture and technology to meet our service and  

  effi ciency objectives? 

RS We do.
  

Manager Technology Supervisor, will our equipment perform up to  

  specifi cations, so that our employees can service our   

  customers? 

TS Naturally.
  

Manager Have a great day. I’ll be in my offi ce if you need anything. 

As you can see, I use what many might call a hands-off approach to 

managing my team. I’m not really a hands-off manager, I just have a very 

good team—this allows me to be hands off. If any member of the team were 

less experienced, I’d spend more time with them and guide them along the 

way. Still, I hold everyone accountable for their direct responsibilities, no 

matter what their experience.

We have a fairly simple model for assigning people to roles; it’s called 

“The Quick Answer.” The Quick Answer is our internal checklist for hiring 

and managing employees.

Chapter Two…The Call Centre Manager
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“The Quick Answer”

• Hire the right person.

• Tell them what to do, and why.

• Show them how to do it.

• Give them consistent feedback on how they are doing.

• Make supporting them your #1 mission.

Hire the right people—When hiring for my team I rely on management 

skill assessments and aptitude tests. The tests used depend on the position 

that we’re hiring for. Analytical positions, such as the analyst, require that 

we test for mathematical and problem-solving skills. For training and sup-

port roles, we test for communication and coaching skills. All management 

prospects must complete some basic management aptitude and call centre 

knowledge assessments. When considered with background and references, 

our assessment tests provide a very clear picture of a potential manager’s 

skill and motivation for the job. This helps me to ensure that I have the right 

person assigned to each role.

Tell them what to do, and why—It is widely believed that the number one 

reason that people fail on the job is the absence of clear expectations. Many 

call centres have job descriptions, but I fi nd that they are so jam-packed 

with complicated language and vague accountabilities that they lack clarity. 

We avoid complicated and wordy job descriptions in favor of simple ac-

countabilities and objectives. The “23 steps” provide the basic framework 

of accountabilities. Within this framework, I’ll add specifi c accountabilities, 

which are as measurable and observable as possible. For each step, we 

clarify the accountabilities and add objectives by completing the following 

two sentences: “If I do this part of my job properly, I will… (an observable 

measure),” and “I will know that I’ve done my job properly because… (a 

measurable result).” The fi nished points to these statements complete each 

employee’s job description.
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An example, using the Employee Performance Supervisor, is as follows:

Hire the right people to do the job. If I do this part of my job properly, 

I will:

• Receive a minimum of 5 applications for each job opening.

• Screen out applicants who do not meet our minimum requirements 

for the job.

• Have each remaining applicant complete all of our hiring tests 

(communication, sales aptitude, computer skill, problem solving) 

and screen out applicants who do not meet the minimum testing  

requirements.

• Screen each remaining applicant’s references.

• Rank each remaining applicant based on combined test scores,  

references and my personal assessment. I will summarize these  

assessments on an applicant interview form.

• Make offers to the highest-ranking applicants until we fi ll our 

available positions. 

Show them how—Showing new employees how to do their jobs is a mat-

ter of providing skill training to fi ll in the gaps on skills that they need to 

meet their expectations. For management positions, this usually amounts to 

department procedures and general orientation. We also provide general call 

centre management training, as not all new managers are familiar with all  

the call centre concepts needed to run our operation. We provide a call centre 

management certifi cation program to ensure that the management team has 

the call centre expertise that we need to support department accountabilities 

and the business model.

Give them feedback—Everyone needs feedback. Feedback is part of the 

communications loop that tells employees what is expected. Setting job ex-

pectations begins with committing expectations to paper and continues with 

feedback on performance. Classroom training is the beginning of learning 

and skill development. Feedback is the continuation of training. Feedback 

allows employees to repeatedly ask the question, “Is this it?” Obviously, as 

they gain a better understanding of what success looks like, feedback can 

become (and should become) less frequent.

Chapter Two…The Call Centre Manager
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Among our management team, I provide a lot of feedback when a man-

ager is new or when an experienced manager is working on a new task. As 

the manager becomes more competent, I reduce feedback to once a month or 

on an as-requested basis. Our primary method of feedback for experienced 

managers is a monthly goal-setting meeting where we spend 10 or 15 minutes 

agreeing to accomplishments for the coming month and reviewing perfor-

mance against last month’s goals. This keeps us very focused.

As mentioned earlier, I employ a hands-off method of management. I 

like my managers to be self-suffi cient. This doesn’t mean that I won’t help. 

In fact, I see this as my job. Newer managers will need more help and more 

senior managers will need (and prefer) less help. One of the most important 

rules is that each employee is accountable for their area of responsibility—no 

matter what their level of skill. If they are unable to perform a function be-

cause of a lack of skill, their accountability is to ask for help. With enough 

support, anyone in our operation can do anything. My goal is to make them 

self-reliant.

Support them—Support comes in many forms—from being a sounding board 

on decisions, to providing specifi c direction and training. In my view, it is 

one of the most important elements any manager provides. It is the grease 

that enables employees to be empowered. Without support there can be no 

empowerment.

Our management team is bound by a common understanding of our mis-

sion, business objectives, key drivers and role accountabilities. It is important 

that everyone understands the impact that each of us has on the drivers. This 

understanding of cause and effect is very powerful and gives us a great deal 

of control over performance.

Create a Culture

Day in, day out, I believe that I spend a good portion of time developing 

culture. I believe that I can also say that no one activity is more important for 

our long-term success than the development of a supportive culture. Simply 

put, culture is the set of rules that defi ne how we work together in the pursuit 

of our common goals. Every offi ce environment has a culture, whether we 

try to infl uence it or not is an important matter. If management does not try 

to infl uence culture or is ignorant of it, then they are likely saddled with a 
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bad culture, which they don’t understand or know little about. We can infl u-

ence our cultures by defi ning the rules of behaviour and then consistently 

and rigorously demonstrating our own actions’ compliance with these rules. 

Managers defi ne the rules; leaders demonstrate behaviour within those rules. 

The ability of a call centre to defi ne its own culture is a function of the ef-

fectiveness of the rules, consistency with which the leaders govern their own 

behaviour within those rules, and the importance of corporate/cultural success 

to the employee group.

In my mind, culture has two key components: beliefs and values. Beliefs 

are our mental models of how things work. Values are our constraints or 

guides to behaviour. Beliefs and values can be both formal (we defi ne them) 

and informal (they develop on their own). Well managed, the formal beliefs 

and values will be stronger than the informal beliefs and values.

Beliefs

Underlying and supporting our management model is a core set of 

beliefs. These beliefs are our interpretation of how we must strategically ap-

proach everything we do in our operation to ensure long-term success. Every 

tactic, everything that we do, must pass the test of consistency with these 

beliefs. Our operation has four core beliefs:

Continuous Improvement—Often I am asked what the correct number is 

for sales conversion or call length. I usually answer that I don’t know. With 

most of the drivers, I can’t say what the correct level of performance is. Take 

call length: thousands of variables contribute to a call length of 240 seconds. 

Variables could include environment (humidity, temperature, lighting, noise 

level), job aids, training, staff experience, staff intelligence, staff motivation, 

line clarity, product quality, workstation/PC confi guration, computer speed, 

and so on. What I can say with reasonable accuracy is what the actual call 

length has been over recent experience. I can also attempt to understand 

SOME of the major variables that affect call length. With this understanding, 

I can attempt to make improvements in the amount of time and the consis-

tency of time that it takes to handle a call. The only constant is our pursuit 

for daily improvement in our understanding and process.
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Competitive Learning—The fastest learner wins. Nothing could be more 

important for continuous improvement. This belief puts a premium on taking 

risks, and trying something different. There are no bad results, just learning. 

Probably the only way to make a mistake is in failing to learn from previous 

unproductive results.

WIN-WIN-WIN—From dealing with angry customers, to making sales, to 

managing employee performance, it is critical to show each participant in 

the process what is in it for them. Management is nothing if it is not the art 

of infl uence. Infl uence is the practice of creating much more value than you 

are asking for in return. I have found that managers who religiously follow 

this practice usually meet their long-term goals.

Providing skill enhancement training to employees is an example of a 

triple win. All employees are eligible for advanced skill and management train-

ing. Employees have access to this training as part of their employment. This is 

a win for the employee because they acquire valuable training, which enhances 

their employment value. The employees view this as a form of deferred com-

pensation. The company benefi ts because we have access to a deep pool of 

trained employees that we can access on a just-in-time basis. We’ve found that 

this talent pool is often less costly than recruiting and hiring people who already 

have the skills. The customer benefi ts because they have immediate access to 

a more skilled representative—customer satisfaction is improved.

Focus—If you chase two hares, both will get away. This applies to process 

as well as to the conduct of business development. For process, our ISO 

9001:2000 accreditation is in place because we do things that make sense 

and we are committed to doing them in a certain way—everyone must sing 

from the same song sheet. For our Business Development efforts, focus 

means staying with our core competencies and not taking on new business 

that distracts us from that.

Values

If our beliefs make up our roadmap to call centre success, then our values 

are the rules of the road. Like rules of the road, values are in place to ensure 

the emotional safety of everyone participating within the call centre. Beliefs 

without values cannot succeed in the longterm because the reckless behaviour 

of a few will destroy the creative participation of others. 
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Also, like the rules of the road, everyone in the call centre must be 

accountable for adhering to the values. There cannot be degrees of confor-

mance, but absolute respect for the rule of values. The most severe breach 

of protocol in our call centre is a breach of values.

In supporting our operation’s success, we employ the following values:

Honesty—Honesty is key to success and continuous improvement. Supervi-

sors who pad results to make their performance look better do our operation 

a terrible disservice. Incorrect results lead to incorrect conclusions and cause 

us to develop an incorrect understanding of how the process works. This ex-

ample can be carried to any number of business interactions. Suppliers must  

be told of their failures and successes honestly. Understating the good job of 

a supplier (possibly in the hope of keeping the supplier under thumb) hurts 

everyone. The supplier being unaware of their success will try something new 

to please the client—again changing their model of how success happens and 

losing the model that actually worked.

The same can be said of employee performance: Employees must know 

the truth, good or bad, otherwise they cannot improve. Probably the biggest 

consequence of dishonesty is the uncertainty, fear and stress that are created. 

Fear and stress cripple continuous improvement and keep your call centre 

from achieving its mission and vision. Religious honesty will liberate suppli-

ers, employees and customers, making continuous improvement, competitive 

learning, and a win-win-win situation possible.

Dignity—An important follow-up to honesty is dignity. While working in an 

honest environment, it is critical that everyone also remembers to retain the 

dignity of those that they interact with. Brutal honesty without preservation 

of dignity can have the impact of causing participants to withdraw. The loss 

of the creative participation of even a few suppliers, employees or customers 

greatly reduces the operation’s potential. Dignity ensures that participants 

continue to feel good about themselves and, as a result, continue to participate 

in an open and honest manner, free from fear.

Respect—If preservation of dignity ensures that participants continue to feel 

good about themselves, then respect ensures that we continue to feel good 

about each other. In order for the organization to continuously learn, improve 

and achieve its mission, vision and goals, we need participants operating 

at their full capacity in an open and honest environment—an environment 

where individual dignity is preserved AND where each individual is willing 
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and capable of improving, learning from, and able to fully interact with every 

other individual. Respect suggests that everyone has something to offer the 

team. Individuals have a duty to think and behave in a manner that respects 

every other participant’s right to contribute. Imagine the barriers to improve-

ment when one employee refuses to consider and respect the contribution of 

another. Imagine the performance gridlock when half of the employees, sup-

pliers and key customers fail to respect the contributions of the other half. In 

this not-so-uncommon circumstance, continuous improvement, competitive 

learning, and win-win-win become impossible.

Where everyone is open and honest all the time, when no one fears 

the loss of dignity and everyone respects the contribution of others, a truly 

powerful team becomes empowered. This team becomes enabled with beliefs 

that support the operation’s mission (continuous improvement, competitive 

learning) and the needs of individual participants (win-win-win). 

It is a big part of my job to ensure that these simple concepts are inte-

grated into our everyday business behaviors. As a result, I make sure that they 

are used in discussion frequently. I refer to them in performance reviews and 

they act as the benchmark in every business program and decision. I believe 

that if we hold ourselves accountable for these beliefs long enough, then 

they will integrate themselves nicely into our culture. I also believe that this 

culture will help us to achieve our mission and vision.

Policies and Procedures

Documenting policies and procedures is a painstaking, never-ending 

process. I don’t write many policies or procedures myself, but I approve 

everything that gets posted to our policy and procedures manual. Our poli-

cies and procedures represent the things that we do to achieve our mission, 

vision and goals.

Each member of the management team is responsible for the policies 

and procedures that naturally arise from their accountabilities (or steps) and 

they generally cover all of our key business practices and administrative du-

ties (payroll, vacation time, benefi ts, etc.). Each of my management team is 

responsible for documenting the procedures that they use to complete their 

accountabilities successfully. As they develop new procedures—continuous 
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improvement suggests that changes will constantly occur— they must modify 

their documented procedures.

This achieves two benefi ts. First, should a new person step into their role 

on short notice, we have a well-documented description of how the job is to 

be done successfully. The new manager’s learning curve is drastically short-

ened. Second, as we make changes and improvements to existing processes, 

these changes are immediately captured in our documentation. Learning is 

never lost and we are always working from our understanding of the best 

way to successfully meet our objectives.

For the most part, the managers spend their time documenting procedures. 

Occasionally they will need to document policies. A policy is a general rule 

that must be followed to ensure safety, legality, success, etc. Whether they 

are documenting a procedure or a policy, I insist on reviewing and approv-

ing the document. This is because I have overall process accountability for 

ensuring that everything we do—from scheduling to telephony confi guration 

to call handling techniques—supports our mission, vision, goals and drivers. 

As I suggested earlier, this tight control over cause, effect and action plans 

has a powerful impact on the successful attainment of our mission, vision 

and goals. To be consistently successful, everything we do must come back 

to our business purpose. 

Conclusion

As call centre manager, I have overall accountability for the outputs of 

our operation. If we don’t achieve our mission and goals, it’s my problem. So 

because I am accountable for what the operation produces, I control how the 

operation works. Far from overseeing every action and decision, I manage the 

“how” of our operation by ensuring that everything works consistently within 

our business model. Everything supports the mission, which is supported by 

the business objectives, and these are controlled by the key drivers, which 

are affected by our business practices. Our overall philosophy of strategy and 

values ensures that our methods and behaviour are consistent with long-term 

success. So, I control the overall process consistency, but not the specifi c 

actions. That, I leave up to my supervisors and their staff—they’re better at 

the specifi cs anyway.
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As the call centre technology supervisor, I am responsible for three of the 

23 steps. It is my job to support the business in the achievement of our mission 

and objectives. I do this by providing technology, which facilitates our busi-

ness practices. It’s interesting; we’re not a company that gets excited about the 

latest and greatest advancements in call centre technology unless we can see 

a direct and simple benefi t to implementing that technology. If it’s clear that a 

new technology is going to have a signifi cant impact on one of our business 

drivers, then we become interested very fast. However, if we can’t easily see 

the benefi t, then we don’t spend much time on new technologies. Because of 

this thinking, we don’t have as many bells and whistles as some operations, but 

we have what we need to drive the performance of our department. Our team 

is always looking for ways to improve the drivers—call length, occupancy, 

customer satisfaction and the others. So my guess is we’ll continue to add new 

systems and applications. It’s a lot of fun planning and watching the impact 

that call centre technology can have on process and performance. In my daily 

activities I have three primary responsibilities that support our business.

1. Recommend the                                
 appropriate tools to do the job.

The Basics

The basic technology needed to run a call centre performs three           

functions: 

1. Route customer calls to agents.

2. Provide a means to access, collect and edit information needed  

 in the transaction with the customer.

3. Provide reporting information on call centre activity.

CHAPTER 3
 

the Technology
Supervisor
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Call Routing

Call Delivery—The first 

piece of technology needed 

is a means of getting the 

customer call to our call cen-

tre. For the most part, this is 

done through the public tele-

phone network. It’s such a 

part of our world that people 

don’t give it much thought; 

they just pick up their phone 

and dial a number to get 

connected to our operation. 

We make use of “toll-free” 

800 numbers. With these, 

the customer dials a number 

with an area code that starts 

with the number 8, and even 

though our call centre might 

be thousands of miles away, the customer doesn’t pay long distance—hence 

the phrase “toll-free.” There is a bill however; it comes to us. Today’s tele-

phone network provides our call centre with a number of valuable services 

including:

Automatic Number Identifi cation (ANI)—ANI is a service that transmits 

the customer’s calling number and delivers it to our telephone system. We 

can use this information to identify the customer and lookup their account 

before we even say hello. This can be very valuable. We can give the caller 

special routing treatment—our very best customers might be routed to a 

VIP group, for example. Special routing is a great way to boost customer 

satisfaction and revenue per customer. Alternatively, we might just use this 

information to pull up the customer’s account so that we are ready to take 

their call. Having customer information ready might shave only a few sec-

onds off call length, but the resulting savings compounded over thousands 

of calls, is tremendous.

Dialed Number Identifi cation Service (DNIS)—Because we have several 

different 800 numbers, depending upon the product and service that we offer, 
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it is important for us to know which number the customer called. Through 

DNIS, the telephone network provides us with the number that the customer 

dialed. This tells our telephone system how to route the caller.

Dynamic Network Routing—This service goes under a number of differ-

ent names, but the basic concept remains the same. In our offi ce, we have 

a computer terminal that is directly connected to the telephone company’s 

switching offi ce. This computer allows us to control the routing of our cus-

tomers’ calls at the network level—before it hits our telephone system. When 

volumes peak beyond a level that we can service in our call centre, we can 

redirect calls to other call centres that we have overfl ow agreements with. 

Because the routing occurs in the telephone network, our 800 expense is not 

adversely affected and the routing is seamless to the customer. We can route 

calls based on a number of different criteria, including percentage allocation 

to each offi ce. This service also gives us the ability to provide call-promoting 

(press 1 for English, 2 for French) right in the telephone network.

Automatic Call Distributor (ACD)—When customer calls arrive at our call 

centre, they are delivered to the ACD, the heart of our call centre.The ACD 

is a phone system that routes large volumes of incoming customer calls to to 

a pool of waiting call centre agents.It is different from other phone systems 

in that it makes use of telephone queues instead of extensions . Queues act 

as a sort of waiting room for callers. I’m sure you’ve heard the recording, 

“All of our agents are currently assisting other customers. Please hold and we 

will be with you shortly.” Having callers wait, or “queue,” for brief periods 

creates tremendous staffi ng effi ciencies. Call centres learned years ago that by 

queuing incoming calls as they arrive, then distributing waiting callers to the 

fi rst available agent, large staffi ng effi ciencies could be gained. This queuing 

ability is a key part of call centre effi ciency. We can create a large number 

of different queues within our ACD. Callers can then be routed to various 

queues depending on service required, language preferences, and so on.

Other services provided by our ACD include:

Delay messaging—This is the recording that says, “Thank you 

for calling; all of our operators are currently busy…” Delay 

messaging tells customers that they have reached the right place 

and it is very effective at getting callers to wait briefl y. The ACD 

provides us with multiple messages, which we can play at any 

time during the customer’s wait.
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Music on hold—This plays between delay messages. Again, the 

main objective of music is to encourage customers to wait for the 

next agent. It’s important to play appealing music or information. 

If the delay messages interrupt the music too frequently, then they 

can become a nuisance and may result in the customer hanging 

up faster.

Skills based routing—As a variation on routing to queues, most 

ACDs have the ability to route to skills instead of queues. As 

the name suggests, “skills-based” routing is used to match each 

caller’s needs with the available agent who has the best skill set 

to service those needs. The fi rst step in skills-based routing is to 

establish the skill set of all agents. Next we attempt to identify 

the skill requirements of callers. This can be done in a number of 

ways, including looking at the number dialled by the customer 

(DNIS), collecting caller information through telephone prompts 

(“Press 1 for English…) or by looking up the callers phone number 

using ANI and searching our customer database to pick up some 

important information about the caller. For example, using ANI, 

we might determine that a caller is a high spending VIP. Knowing 

this, we can use skills-based routing to send the caller to one of our 

best agents. Skills-based routing doesn’t eliminate queues. What it 

does is dynamically change the agent queue for each caller.

Reporting—ACDs provide a great deal of reporting—both historical 

and real-time. Real time ACD reporting tells us everything we 

need to know about our call centre performance at the present 

time. By looking at the real time reports we will know how many 

callers are waiting to be served, how many agents are manning 

the phones and how long it is taking the agents to handle calls. It 

will also tell us how many customers have hung up waiting for 

service and how quickly they are hanging up. We can also tell 

how fully utilized our seating and phone lines are. We can’t see 

the customers being served or waiting for service, but we have 

a very clear picture of what they are experiencing. From this we 

can determine if our customers are waiting too long, if our agents 

aren’t busy enough or if our offi ce is operating perfectly. We 

then take actions to correct any imbalances—adding staff to help 

waiting customers or when we are overstaffed, moving staff into 

other work.The ACD’s historical report gives us a very complete 
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view of the level of service and productivity we achieved in 

serving our customers over days, weeks and months. The amount 

of data that is available is tremendous. Our analyst can give you 

more details. In general, the information we get from historical 

reports includes call volume, call length, speed of answer, 

information on how busy our agents were and how many agents 

were manning the phones. All of this information is summarized 

and presented in a variety of time frames, including by interval 

time of day, by day, by week or by month.While the data that 

comes from the ACD is very important, what is most important 

is that we have the ability to download this information into our 

reporting warehouse. The ACD manufacturers have made it very 

easy to transfer historical data across our local area network 

(LAN) and into a data warehouse. By doing this we can mix 

ACD data with information from other systems to create some 

very powerful information for our management team.

Predictive Dialer—A predictive dialer is a device used by collections depart-

ments and telemarketers to manage large volumes of outbound calls. The 

dialer increases agent productivity by placing more outbound calls than the 

available number of agents. The dialer then sorts out answering machines, 

busy signals and other non-human interactions before delivering live calls 

to our agent. This technology increases agent productivity by more than 300 

percent over manual dialing by removing list administration from the agent 

and reducing agent wait time between live calls.

The Key to success in using a predictive dialer is the list of customer 

names to be dialed. Lists generally include the customer’s name, some 

pertinent customer information and their phone number. Managing this list 

effectively is an important part of outbound dialing. To maximize the ef-

fectiveness of each list, the list must be checked for incomplete or incorrect 

information. Checking the list and removing names that we don’t want to 

dial is called “scrubbing.” We also scrub lists based on other information we 

might have about a customer’s interest in the product that we are offering. 

For example, customers who live in low-income areas might be removed 

from lists designed to promote a premium, high-end product. By scrubbing 

out customers who are less likely to want a product that we are promoting 

we will increase the quality or effectiveness of the list and make more sales 

over the life of the list. As a result, our dialing is more productive.With the 
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passage of Do Not Call and other legislation, we are now scrubbing our lists 

against government provided Do Not Call lists. By checking every list against 

both government lists and our own internal Do Not Call lists, we can be sure 

that we aren’t calling customers who prefer not to be called for any offer. 

The Do Not Call list is positive for us in that it provides us more information 

about the customer and provides us with a quick and cost effective way of 

improving our lists and, ultimately, our dialing effectiveness.

Interactive Voice Response (IVR)—Interactive voice response is the use of 

automation, automated voice prompts and, sometimes, synthesized speech to 

service customers. Think of IVR as a robotic agent. Whenever you’ve called 

your bank to determine your credit balance and used the automated account 

lookup, which reads your account balance in a computerized voice, you’ve 

used IVR. IVR is very cost effective. The variable cost of a service provided 

by IVR can be less than 1/5th the cost of providing the same service from a 

live agent. What’s more, IVRs generally provide faster, more convenient and 

more accurate service. Rarely will you have to wait for the “next available 

IVR agent” and, because IVR is always available, it is available whenever 

you are—24 hours per day. The payback on IVR has been very fast for 

us—well under a year. We measure this benefi t in terms of call avoidance. 

Calls that don’t make it to call centre agents reduce the total calls offered 

per customer, which by extension, reduces the number of agents required to 

handle calls. 

We’ve learned some simple keys to IVR success:

•  Give callers who don’t want to use the IVR a quick “out” by 

pressing 0 at any time to get an agent;

• The IVR script should be up-tempo, clear and to the point. 

Humans can interpret speech much faster than 100 words per 

minute, yet most IVRs are paced slower than this. The result is 

that callers get bored and opt for the quick out. Formalities are 

not necessary. Callers know that they are listening to a machine, 

so don’t bother with a lot of “please and thank you”;

• Remember the “3 by 3” rule. Try to avoid offering more than 3 

options at a time and don’t drill down more than three options 

deep into the IVR script. If you break this rule, you may fi nd that 

customer begin to drop out of your IVR service, opting for a live 

agent.
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Information Management

The two most important devices for a call centre agent or manager are 

their phone and their electronic workstation. The phone routes a call from the 

customer’s house, cell phone or offi ce to one of our skilled agents. Without 

the phone, you wouldn’t have much of a call centre. After the call is routed 

to an agent, that agent needs the best possible tools and resources to provide 

the customer with quick and accurate service. Our electronic information 

management systems are the means by which these capabilities are delivered 

to our agents. There are call centres that use paper processes; such as forms 

and binders, instead of an electronic workstation. These call centres are 

becoming increasingly scarce. Electronic workstations provide quick access 

to tools and up to date information. While the phone started the call centre 

industry, the workstation is revolutionizing it.

LAN and Workstations—The goal of our electronic workstation is to provide 

call centre agents with all the tools needed to serve customers effectively and 

effi ciently. The ultimate goal is that everything the agent needs is on-line. We 

will become a completely paperless offi ce and while some paper still appears, 

we are close to that end. Paper is somewhat symbolic in our call centre and 

the absence of it tells us how well we are doing at integrating and automating 

our business processes. Paper doesn’t integrate well with on-line systems. A 

larger concern is that paper is hard to control and becomes dated very quickly. 

Dated information is a large source of error in any call centre, so when paper 

becomes necessary, you can bet that someone wants to integrate it into our 

agent workstations. Even though we are close to being a paperless offi ce, we 

haven’t always been this way. Several years ago we had two processes—a 

paper process full of binders and forms and another on-line access to our 

customer billing system. While our billing system was very reliable in terms 

of up time, it wasn’t very fl exible, and it was almost impossible to automate. 

Anything we were able to automate usually took months to implement. As a 

result, we created more paper and more back-end work to process this paper. 

It worked, but it wasn’t very effi cient and the system was prone to errors. 

At the end of the day, this type of system isn’t very friendly for a call centre 

agent.With the creation of a local area network (LAN) and an intelligent 

terminal at the agent’s workstation, a number of possibilities were created. 

The LAN is an internal network that delivers on-line services across the or-

ganization to anyone who has some kind of intelligent workstation, such as a 

personal computer. The fi rst service that was connected to the LAN was the 
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customer billing system. While it still looked like the old billing system, it 

was now easily available to anyone on the LAN. Gradually we started adding 

other services to the LAN including:

Fax/Imaging Server—in the past, whenever a customer needed 

to fax information to us, it was printed on a local fax and put 

into an agent’s in-basket. The agent would process the fax, and 

then fi le it. There were lots of problems with this. Faxes were 

frequently misplaced. This resulted in the customer having to 

resend. Faxes were frequently misfi led. If we ever needed to refer 

to these faxes we wouldn’t be able to fi nd them. The time wasted 

was tremendous. By installing a fax server to the LAN, these 

problems were avoided. Now when customers need to fax us, 

the faxes are stored electronically on our fax server. Agents can 

easily retrieve faxes from their workstation with no worries about 

fi ling. The time saved and reduction in errors is very large. This 

same server is capable of storing images. An imaging server gives 

us the ability to scan any document and store it electronically. 

Our agents then have on-line access to these documents through 

their workstation. So, should a customer write us a letter or send 

documentation regarding warranty claims, these documents can be 

permanently scanned, stored then quickly retrieved when needed.

Faxing and imaging did a great deal in our mission to eliminate 

paper. In doing so, we reduced call length as agents had easier 

and quicker access to information. They also reduced errors and 

rework because documents weren’t being misfi led.

Email and Chat—Increasingly our customers want to contact us 

using on-line services, such as email and chat. Our email and chat 

server delivers these capabilities to the agent workstation. This is 

a little more complex than the email or chat services that many 

people have in their homes. Our email and chat server routes 

customer contacts to agent workstations and manages the large 

volume of contacts in an organized fashion, much as the ACD 

manages large volumes of calls. The system coordinates which 

agent will get the next contact from a large pool of customer 

contacts. It also collects statistics on the level of service and 

productivity that we brought to these contacts and the system 

allows us to build and reuse templates to answer common 
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customer questions.The volume of email and chat to our offi ce is 

increasing at a very fast pace. Just as we have service standards 

for call handling, we work toward response time standards for 

email and chat. Generally, we try to get to most emails within 

one day. Chat has a more immediate demand as the customer is 

waiting for a response. For chat, we have service objectives that 

are very similar to the phones. The volume and service demands 

of email and chat have resulted in our needing a large number 

of agents to handle the volume. Not all of our agents have the 

writing skill required to perform these functions. Still, those that 

can effectively handle email, chat and the phones bring added 

effi ciency to the operation. These agents can be moved between 

the phones and email/chat depending on volumes—creating some 

overfl ow effi ciencies.

Customer Relationship Management—In our company, we like to 

think of Customer Relationship Management more as a strategy 

than as a tool. This strategy is a philosophy and a plan on how we 

want to treat the customer. All parts of the organization coordinate 

on the execution of this strategy —from Marketing to Call 

Centre. In the call centre, we’ve been working on application and 

database management approaches that maximize the value to our 

organization of each customer contact.

Applications—With our applications we are trying to provide the call centre 

agent with the information that they need to handle each customer in a manner 

that maximizes value to our organization. In doing this, we keep two thoughts 

in mind: fi rst, keep paper off the desk and secondly, provide information and 

tools to the agent in a way that supports the fl ow of the customer contact. 

Some of the capabilities that our agents need in their workstation include ac-

cess to legacy information (such as customer contact and billing information 

and customer contact history); knowledge bases; trouble-shooting guides and 

human resource applications, such as payroll and vacation. Ideally, our CRM 

system will be built so that all applications integrate and there isn’t a need to 

switch between, say, a legacy billing system and call tracking applications. 

Creating the “everything at your fi ngertips” workstation is important, but 

we’ve found that it is even more important to have the ability to make quick 

changes and enhancements to the workstation. New policies, products and 

services are always being created and our team is always fi nding better ways 
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to do our jobs and serve the customer. Continuous improvement would be 

very diffi cult if we didn’t have the ability to modify our tools quickly. This is 

why we maintain a team of developers. The benefi t of being able to constantly 

improve the process of handling tens of thousands of calls per month greatly 

outweighs the cost of maintaining a dedicated development team.

Data Management—Managing data is an important part of our CRM sys-

tem. As our CRM tools collect information about individual callers, this 

data is collected in a large data warehouse. This information is analyzed and 

inferences are made about our customers—their needs and intentions. These 

inferences are made down to the individual customer level creating a “ser-

vice plan” for each customer. Again, this analysis is part of an overall CRM 

strategy. Our marketing department might decide to send mail information 

to certain customers who are most likely to purchase a product, for example. 

Other customers might be considered less likely to make any changes to the 

products or services that they consume; these customers might be targeted 

for little or no marketing activity. In the call centre, we use this information 

to guide our agents in the handling of specifi c customer calls. For example, 

we can identify a VIP customer by the ANI from their home phone. With 

this information we will route their call to some of our best agents. Once the 

customer’s call is answered, our agents will be prompted by our CRM tools 

to make specifi c offers that analysis suggests the customer will be interested 

in. Similarly, data analysis can produce a daily list of the customers who are 

most likely to stop using our products. We will make a point of contacting 

these customers to see if there is anything that we can do to enhance their use 

of their product or service. This proactive “save initiative” greatly reduces 

customer cancellation rates. Data management benefi ts most of our key call 

centre performance drivers. Having a customized plan on how to serve ev-

ery caller reduces call length, increases customer satisfaction and increases 

revenue per call. 

Internet—We’ve linked our LAN to the Internet so that our agents can ac-

cess locations and applications on the net. Our clients can use our company 

website to review products and services. Occasionally we need to look at the 

site that the customer is looking at. More importantly, more and more applica-

tions are being deployed over the Internet. We expect our customer use of the 

Internet and our agents’ use of Internet deployed applications to increase.
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Workstations—It all comes together at the agent workstation. All the ser-

vices that have been attached to our LAN are at the fi ngertips of our call 

centre agents. The easier that access is to anything needed to serve callers, 

(including account information, knowledge, troubleshooting tips, call strate-

gies and phone services) the more successful the agent will be on the call. 

Our recruiters and trainers can put a very skilled and motivated person on 

the phone. What we deliver to the agent through the workstation magnifi es 

the capability of that agent, resulting in improved performance against our 

key drivers and, as a result, our larger business objectives and mission.The 

workstation itself is very neat and relatively spacious. The terminal makes use 

of industry standard operating systems, which use a graphical user interface 

and can be navigated with a mouse or keyboard. Many companies make use 

of a client-server architecture which is basically a personal computer attached 

to a central server attached to the LAN. We decided some time ago to run 

with what is known as a “thin client” environment. The thin client worksta-

tion looks a lot like the PC/Server environment, one key difference being 

that there is no PC at the agent workstation. Everything is controlled by a 

centralized server, which shares applications. The agent has a monitor, key-

board and mouse- that’s it. All the processing is centralized at the server. The 

centralized control and management of software, not to mention the absence 

of equipment at the agent desk, has proven to be a very secure, fl exible and 

cost effective solution for us. Most importantly, it provides a simple and neat 

electronic work environment for our staff.

Reporting

Routing calls to our offi ce starts the process of providing service to our 

customers. A well-designed set of tools and information at the agents’ fi nger-

tips helps to make sure that we are providing that service with a decent level 

of effi ciency and accuracy. However, without reporting, we have no way of 

knowing how good we are, if we are improving or if we are getting worse. To 

be effective, reporting must be timely, complete and accurate—all easier said 

than done. A great deal of time has been spent building our reporting systems. 

Few decisions get made without reference to our management reports.

Reporting systems—Call centre systems tend to put out a lot of different 

reports.Our managers will tell you that reports provide the vital feedback on 

the drivers and business measures that make continuous improvement pos-

sible. Our managers and supervisors fi nd the reports available to them are 
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very useful tools. They certainly wouldn’t want to be without them. Currently 

we get reports from the following systems:

ACD—The telephone system provides the basis of our reporting require-

ments. All activity effort starts with a customer call and our phone system 

tracks volume, timing and effort associated with accepting those calls. ACD 

reports can be broadly categorized into three types:Agent Performance—

These reports are broken down to the agent level and provide statistics on 

each individual agent. We can retrieve a great deal of information—how long 

the agent takes to service calls, how many calls were answered, the amount 

of time that the agent was logged in, when they logged in, etc.

QUEUE PERFORMANCE—As I mentioned before, a queue is an 

answering group. It represents service provided and received by a universe 

of callers with similar needs. Different queues are set up for callers with dif-

ferent needs. Customers with different language requirements, for example, 

are directed to queues staffed with agents who are capable of providing ser-

vice in the needed language. Queue reports tell us how many people called, 

how fast we answered the phone, how many customers hung up, how long 

it took us to service the average call, how many agents were logged into our 

system and so on.

• Trunk Performance—Telephone lines are frequently referred to 

as “trunks,” so trunk reports provide information on the telephone 

lines leading into our ACD. They provide information on the level 

of utilization of each line, the amount of time that all lines were 

busy, which raises the potential of a caller receiving busy signals. 

They also provide information on the average time that each line 

was in use.

• Interactive Voice Response Unit (IVR)—The IVR provides 

reports on calls received, options customers selected, the length of 

time customers spent using IVR services and when they used IVR 

services. The detail of the IVR reporting will tell us about the 

success of the applications that the IVR is running. 

• Scheduling System—The scheduling system reports on agent 

adherence to their schedules, the manned hours that we put on 

the phones to service customer calls, and how well our staffi ng 

covered customer demand.
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• Predictive Dialer—Like our ACD, the dialer reports on agent 

productivity, offi ce productivity, and trunk performance. The 

dialer reports on the results of each call, including sales per hour, 

refusals, reasons for refusals, and how many answering machines 

we encountered. Because the dialer will dial more customers than 

it has agents to handle, we occasionally run into these situations 

where agents are not available when the customer answers 

the phone. Our dialer needs to be able to report on how many 

customers had to wait for an agent and how many customers hung 

up waiting.

• Payroll—Our payroll system provides important reporting 

information on the number of hours for which our agents were 

paid and the cost of paying these agents for their time.

• Workstation Applications—The various systems that our agents 

use to process customer transactions from sales to complaints to 

returns, track and report on results at the agent and group levels.

• Surveys—Surveys are done for a variety of reasons. To better 

understand customer needs or to measure their satisfaction 

with our products, we’ve recently implemented a customer 

satisfaction survey related to the service our customers receive 

when contacting us on the phone. It’s an IVR application and the 

customer is invited to take the survey at the end of their call. The 

results of the survey provide more valuable reporting information 

regarding the performance of our offi ce and agents.

Each of these systems provides a lot of reports and a huge volume of 

data. By themselves they tell us bits of information, but they don’t paint the 

complete picture. In fact, we’ve found that looking at one piece of informa-

tion, without the benefi t of other data, can be very misleading. For example, 

an agent with very high call length might appear unproductive, until we learn 

that the same agent has the highest level of sales and customer satisfaction 

in the company. Some time ago we started combining data from these vari-

ous systems to create meaningful information about our drivers and business 

performance.We started doing this manually—you can imagine how diffi cult 

and painful a process it was. It was labour intensive, slow and not very 

sophisticated. Pulling our reports together amounted to printing out daily 

results from a variety of systems then keying those results into a formatted 

spreadsheet. With a process this cumbersome, creating detailed reports that 
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drill-down into processes was impossible. Supervisors had to create their own 

agent performance reports. These reports were frequently fi lled with errors.

We made dramatic strides in our reporting capability when we automated the 

collection of reporting data through the creation of a data warehouse attached 

to the LAN. Our application team then created routines that populated report 

data into prepared reporting templates. Today, our reporting team creates 

templates and checks to ensure that reporting data has populated correctly. 

This has greatly increased our productivity. More importantly, it has made 

it possible to create a much larger number of reports, which drill down into 

our processes with great detail. Supervisors are no longer preparing their 

own agent performance reports. Instead they are using the reports that are 

automatically generated to provide targeted coaching to their agents. Being 

able to report with this level of detail, speed and accuracy is very important 

in our efforts to manage process and the key performance drivers. The  adage, 

“If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it” has proven very appropriate to 

us. With all the data available to us, and an automated method of combining 

it into meaningful information about our offi ce as it relates to our key drivers 

and business objectives, we feel that we have a very good understanding of 

the performance of our operation. We understand how we are performing, 

why we are getting these results and how we might improve performance. 

This gives us very strong control. Perhaps surprisingly, it has not been a 

tremendously expensive exercise. The payback of being able to read perfor-

mance and manipulate it as we need to is practically immediate.

Technological Enhancements

As part of our strategy of continuous improvement, we’re continually 

looking at new technologies that may provide improvements in our business 

practices. The analyst is primarily responsible for identifying opportunities 

for improvement in the drivers, but we all contribute ideas and recommenda-

tions. As part of my job, I’m continually reading trade journals and visiting  

vendors to keep abreast of new developments. Because of this practice, I 

may come across something that I believe will have a net improvement in 

our drivers, and I generally have an answer when someone asks me if there 

is a technological way to affect a driver in a particular way.

Here are some examples of technology enhancements.
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Computer-Telephone Integration (CTI)—We’ve been using CTI for a couple 

of years. Simply stated, CTI refers to a computer and software that allows for 

communication between the telephone system and the computer system. With 

this communication, we’ve been able to instruct both systems to work to-

gether. The fi rst application that we developed was the “screen pop.” Here the 

telephone system collects the caller’s telephone number from the ANI service 

in the telephone network. This number is passed over to the CTI application, 

which does a search for this number on our database. When a customer ac-

count is found, the CTI application asks the telephone system where the call 

is going (which station will receive the call). The telephone system advises 

the CTI application of the destination station and the CTI application arranges 

to send the customer account information to the terminal at the destination 

station. The result is that the agent’s terminal screen pops with the customer 

information just as the call is arriving. This saves the agent looking up the 

customer’s information and saves an average of 10 seconds of call processing 

time. (Every second saves us 300 hours of manpower per month. This appli-

cation saves us 3 thousand hours per month, and at an average cost per hour 

of $25 (one of our key drivers), this adds up to $75 thousand per month in 

savings. Not bad.)We’ve since developed a number of other applications using 

the CTI system.These include coordinated screen transfer, which enables us 

to transfer the customer screen as he or she transfers a call to another agent 

or a supervisor. This way the customer does not have to repeat their name 

and account information after we transfer them. Not only does this save time 

but it also provides good customer service. A number of enhanced reporting 

applications, which greatly help our analyst in recommending improvements, 

have also been developed. We’ve learned that any number of applications are 

possible, we’re merely limited by our imaginations.

Call Blending—Call blending occurs when inbound and outbound campaigns 

are integrated through common agents. At any time a blended agent can 

receive inbound or outbound calls. Both types of calls are presented to the 

agent by the phone system. The agent knows what type of call it is by the 

display that is presented on their terminal. This functionality greatly enhances 

our effi ciency and service level. Blending allows us to maintain a very high 

occupancy (the agents are kept busy with either inbound or outbound calls), 

while maximizing access rate. (When call volumes peak, our dialer slows 

down to allow agents to handle inbound calls.) With blending we get to have 

our cake and eat it too!
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Agent Reporting Warehouse—This is something that we couldn’t fi nd in 

the market and developed ourselves. Our employee performance supervisors 

wanted a quick method of summarizing all of the agent performance reports 

that came out of our various systems, including, payroll, scheduling, ACD 

and CRM applications.

Some supervisors were building their own reports by keying data from 

the various systems into spreadsheets. This took a lot of their time and was 

prone to errors, so we developed our own agent performance warehouse. This 

system collects data from all agent systems, combines the data into meaning-

ful information and presents this information in a consistent manner.

It does all of this at the agent level and the previous day’s results are 

available when the supervisors get to work in the morning.

The objective is to collect data on the key performance drivers and report 

on individual agent performance, relative to these drivers. As the analyst will 

explain, (chapter 4) this is a very powerful means of driving improvements 

in operational effectiveness toward the business goals and mission. However, 

without a tool to summarize all of the reporting information and report on 

individual agent performance, it was virtually impossible to produce consis-

tent, reliable reports.

Our programmers developed a data warehouse that captures all of the 

necessary agent data, uses statistical tools to analyze the data, and provides 

summarized reports detailing agent performance on all the drivers and on a 

composite of all the drivers combined. We call this system our “Continuous 

Improvement Modules” or CIM. The tool has helped us to identify which 

agents truly are the star performers on an overall basis and helped the cause 

of continuous improvement and competitive learning.

Quality Monitoring—Our Employee Performance Supervisors do a great 

deal of quality monitoring. Historically, they did this by randomly listening 

to and grading agent telephone calls. Many of these calls were recorded us-

ing a cassette recorder. Occasionally, the supervisor sat beside the agent and 

reviewed the call immediately after it was over. Other times, the supervisor 

would record the call remotely and review it with the agent at a later date. 

This method can be effective, but it has its drawbacks. Most signifi cantly, it 

is very time consuming for the supervisor. Idle time between calls and the 

administration of storing, recording and grading calls made the process very 

ineffi cient. Supervisors would tell me that they could evaluate about one call 
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per hour when they included feedback. Because the process was so labour in-

tensive, it was diffi cult and impractical to target specifi c agent needss—such 

as high call length, low customer opinion, poor sales or high returns.Recently, 

we purchased an automated quality monitoring system and integrated it into 

our LAN. Doing this has dramatically increased our supervisors’ productiv-

ity and enabled them to provide a greater volume of feedback with more 

specifi c detail. The system automatically captures complete agent phone 

calls—recording both the voice conversation and a video picture of the agents 

navigation of our systems. When the supervisor is ready to review agent calls, 

they simply log into the system from their workstation, retrieve sample calls 

from the agent they wish to review and begin scoring. Scoring is also done 

through the system. After they have fi nished scoring, the supervisor can email 

the results to the agent including comments. The agent can also retrieve and 

review their own calls. The supervisor is relieved of the administration and 

wait time associated with manual quality monitoring. As a result, supervisor 

productivity has more than tripled. Because they can retrieve calls from any 

agent without waiting, our supervisors can target individual agents and try 

to understand performance defi ciencies that are evident from our statistical 

analysis. More targeted and more frequent feedback helps us drive the per-

formance of our key metrics. Because of this, our agents are improving their 

performance and our overall business performance is improving as well.

Recommending Technology—                                 
The One-Minute Cost/Benefi t Analysis

Our manager won’t accept a proposal for technology enhancements until 

I provide him with a one-minute cost/benefi t analysis. There are two rules 

to the one-minute cost/benefi t analysis. The fi rst is that it must easily fi t on 

one page of 8½” by 11” paper. Second, the argument for spending money 

on new technology must be communicated in one minute or less. If I cannot 

make the case on one piece of paper and in less than one minute, then the 

project goes no further.

The easiest way to meet both of these rules is to use our business model. 

Our model says that all business activity goes toward generating revenue, 

minimizing cost (effi ciency) or satisfying customers. To make my case for 

new technology, I have to defi ne the benefi t of new technology in terms of 

the drivers that support revenue, effi ciency or customer satisfaction. I think 

that you already know a little bit about this. Here is my list of drivers that 
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affect revenue, effi ciency and customer satisfaction:
 

Revenue • Conversion on Contacts

 • Revenue per Sale

 

Effi ciency • Call Length

 • Occupancy

 • M/P

 • Percent Customers Calling

 • Customers

 • Variable Cost per Hour

 

Customer Satisfaction • Call  Quality

 • Average Speed of Answer 

In order to make my business case, I have to show that the new technol-

ogy will affect one of the drivers in a manner that results in a benefi t to our 

company that is substantially larger than the cost of the new technology.

CASE STUDY—OUR CALL CENTRE GETS IVR

A few years ago, we considered implementing IVR in our call centre. At 

the time I spoke with 5 companies with call centres similar to ours. All 

fi ve reported that as a result of implementing IVR, they reduced calls 

getting to their agent staff by between fi ve percent and ten percent. 

To be conservative, I assumed that our IVR would reduce calls by 

fi ve percent. I was conservative because our manager loves to attack 

the reasonableness of our assumptions. Whenever I say that a new 

technology is going to affect one of our drivers, I always get the question, 

“How do you know for sure?” So, I’d better have a fairly good body of 

evidence supporting my assumptions and the more conservative I am in 

my assumptions, the easier time I have making my case. 

The cost for our IVR was budgeted at $25,000 per year. Using a formula 

given to me by our department analyst, I quickly did a cost/benefi t 

calculation.
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  Before IVR After IVR 

A Customer Base Calling (Year) 400 percent 380 percent 

B Customer Base 500,000 500,000 

C Call length (sec.) 240 240 

D Occupancy 80 percent 80 percent 

E Manned to Paid 70 percent 70 percent 

F Variable Cost/Hour $20.86 20.86 

G Fixed Cost/Year $4,000,000 $4,025,000

Total A x B x C / 3600 / D / E x F + G $8,966,667 $8,743,333

Change  $  223,334 

So my one-minute cost/benefi t analysis looked something like this:

Project: Interactive Voice Response

Benefi t: Five percent reduction in calls offered to agents resulting in over 

$200 thousand in annual savings.

How I know this for sure: I surveyed fi ve companies with similar calls 

and applications. All have realized reductions in calls offered to agents of 

more than fi ve percent.

Cost: $25,000 per year.

The one-minute cost/benefi t analysis might not always get the project 

approved right away, but I’m sure to get my managers attention with numbers 

like these. Of course, I don’t spend all of my time researching new technology. 

A great deal of my time is spent ensuring that what we have is working.

2. Confi gure the tools to                       
work properly and reliably.

Once we purchase various tools, it then becomes my responsibility to 

confi gure the tools to work the way that they’re supposed to and to ensure 

that the tools are reliable.

To accomplish this, we classify the systems into two categories: mis-

sion critical and non-mission critical. Mission critical means that the tool is 

essential for our operation. For example, the ACD is mission critical. If the 
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ACD is not working, then our call centre is cut off from the world and we 

are, effectively, out of business. Mission critical systems all have backups 

and redundant systems. We expect these systems to be working over 99.9 

percent of the time. Other systems need to be reliable, but don’t necessarily 

have to achieve the 99.9 percent reliability mark.

Confi guring the systems to work properly means that I’ve talked to the 

users, understand how they will use the systems and make sure that every-

thing works the way the user expects it to. Most important, we don’t allow 

any system to be put into production that has not been thoroughly tested fi rst. 

The plaque above my door reminds me of this daily:

Thou shalt not implement technology
which has not been thoroughly tested fi rst.

Call centres rely so heavily on their tools that downtime just isn’t ac-

ceptable. A big part of my job is to continually reduce the probability of 

downtime. I do this through testing, redundant systems, and procedures.

3. Provide appropriate                          
maintenance and troubleshooting support.

We spend the vast majority of our time on maintenance and troubleshoot-

ing for our internal clients. As part of this, we have several procedures that 

defi ne the level of service required.

• Our highest priority is a Level 1-trouble call. This means that a 

mission-critical system is down. Normally, we will know of a 

problem before anyone else, but if we don’t, all call centre staff 

are aware of the escalation procedure for this type of problem. We 

will drop all other work to respond to this type of problem.

• A Level 2-trouble call occurs when an important system is down. 

An important system includes all which are not mission critical, 

but if down for a prolonged period of time will result in adverse 

impact on department goals. Important systems include our IVR, 

CTI, scheduling system and reporting systems. Also, if between 5 

percent and 10 percent of our workstation terminals or phones are 

not working, this too is considered a Level 2-trouble call. Only a 

Level 1-trouble call will take priority over a Level 2 call.
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• A Level 3-trouble call occurs when minor problems occur that 

pose no threat to the operations ability to meet objectives, but 

represent a reduction in capability. These are generally classifi ed 

as nuisance issues. They include intermittent reporting issues, less 

than 5 percent of terminals or workstations not working, minor 

systems, etc.

• A maintenance call occurs when we are asked to make 

improvements or changes to operations. This includes moves, 

adds and changes to equipment. It also includes confi guration of 

new functionality on systems, such as the ACD. In general, we 

ask for a six-day notice on maintenance issues. We normally turn 

requests around in a much shorter time frame, but the six-day 

window gives us the time needed to plan and test the change.

We believe that it is very important for my group to consider itself part 

of the call centre team. As part of the call centre team, we understand the 

operation’s key drivers and we provide recommendations on how technol-

ogy can help to pull the levers that impact overall operation performance. 

At the same time, it is not our job to tell the front-line group what they can 

and cannot do. I prefer to give the operations group as much control over 

systems as possible, and educate them on the use of the systems. We’ve 

found that empowered users will fi nd creative solutions and uses of existing 

technology that we haven’t thought of and probably wouldn’t have had time 

to explore. For this reason, we’ve given them control over ACD routing, IVR 

logic, voice recording, custom report generation and other functionality. In 

fact, they have complete operational control over the call centre systems and 

we do very little parameter administration on a day-to-day basis. We’ve had 

some minor issues, but the benefi ts in terms of continuous improvement and 

innovation have been tremendous.
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As the call centre analyst, I’m responsible for measuring and analyzing 

our key drivers. In our “23 steps” I have two key accountabilities:

1. Provide feedback on operation and agent performance. 

2. Identify and make recommendations for improvement.

In providing feedback, it is up to me to ensure that all staff have access 

to feedback on performance. Feedback comes in the form of a variety of 

reports on offi ce and agent performance. It’s important for us to report only 

on those measures that can be shown to directly affect business objectives 

and drivers. We believe that reporting should be simple, specifi c and accurate. 

The integrity of reporting is critical. As we base many of our future decisions 

on past results, inaccurate reporting could lead to false conclusions and bad 

decisions. The timing of our reporting also is critical. Staff and management 

expect a wide range of reporting horizons.

In the short term, they expect real-time results on every aspect of driver 

performance so that they understand how their efforts are translating into im-

mediate results. I liken it to watching the monitors and sensors on a starship. 

In many cases we can’t deliver real-time results, so I deliver as close to real 

time as I can. This may mean intra-day results, daily results or weekly results. 

The point being, it is my responsibility to deliver as close to real-time results 

as is possible. For any key measure that we don’t have real-time results, I 

must continually strive toward improving the reporting system until all key 

measures are in real time.

It is also my responsibility to produce historical reporting on almost any 

timeframe, from daily, to weekly, to monthly—and any cross-section thereof. 

CHAPTER 4
 

the Call Centre
Analyst
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As part of continuous improvement we need to be able to identify trends in 

performance. This allows us to understand if our efforts are helping or hin-

dering the goal of improvement.

More on the Drivers—Model of Operations

Using the drivers we can model any of the business measures, including 

cost per customer and cost per call. The drivers can also be used to quickly 

calculate the department’s operating budget or to perform a quick cost/benefi t 

analysis. Let’s have a closer look at the key drivers.

Percent of Customers Calling—This driver is measured over several 

timeframes including daily, monthly, and annually. It is a great measure 

that directly tells us how much activity is being generated per customer. It 

is primarily used as a forecasting tool. As the customer base changes, our 

volumes generally change. We can learn a great deal about our operation’s 

effi ciency by determining the various reasons that customers call. For ex-

ample, we know that on average customers call us four times per year. We 

know that they call us twice per year to make a purchase, once to check on 

order status and once to follow up on payment. We’re working hard to fi nd 

ways to reduce the number of order status and payment calls that we get. 

These calls are of little benefi t to us or to our customers. They don’t bring 

in revenue, they don’t make the customer happy and they cost money. By 

reducing the need for these calls we believe that we will be improving service 

and effi ciency.

Customers—This is the total number of customers in our customer base. 

We’re lucky in that we have a defi ned customer base—our customers are 

members of our shopping club. If we didn’t have a defi ned customer base, 

our drivers and business measures would be slightly different.

CST—Customer service time is a term that we developed to refl ect a 

true call length. We’ve found that some phone systems don’t accurately track 

total call length. Some systems neglect to include part of the administrative 

time when agents are using their direct extension. We want this time included 

as part of the total call-processing time, so we’ve developed a calculation 

for total call length that includes all time that the agent was logged into the 
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phone system. CST is calculated as:

(Total Time Logged into the Phones) – (Time Waiting for Calls)

Calls Answered

This defi nition is complete in that it includes all work activities except 

waiting for the next call. Most phone systems have a custom calculator that 

will allow you to create the CST measure. We get a better understanding of 

CST by looking at the various components of CST: talk time, post-call wrap 

time and other time. Other time is the administrative time that some phone 

systems miss. It is calculated by subtracting talk time and post-call wrap 

time from CST.

M/P—“M over P”  —Manned-to-paid ratio, tracks how well we’re using 

our investment in call centre wages. Manned time refers to the time actually 

logged into the phone system processing customer calls. Paid time refers to 

the total payroll hours for telephone staff. A higher ratio is more effi cient 

as the call centre is getting more production for every hour of paid time. 

Things that reduce M-over-P include breaks, meetings, training and shrink-

age (time lost to extended breaks, lates, etc.). While a call centre is wise to 

keep M-over-P ratios at a high level, eliminating meetings and training can 

have adverse affects on other measures, such as call length, customer opinion 

and callbacks. Most effective operations run with an M-over-P ratio of 70 

percent to 80 percent.

Occupancy—Occupancy is the percentage of time logged into the phone 

system where our agents were busy in one of three work states: talking to 

customers, in a post-call work state or talking on an outside line. Occupancy 

is the opposite of idle time. So if our agents are occupied for 75 percent of 

their logged in time, they will spend 25 percent of their logged time idle, 

waiting for phone calls.

Occupancy =  Time Logged into Phones – Time Waiting for Calls 

         Time Logged into Phones 

One of the most important relationships for a call centre analyst to under-

stand is the relationship between accessibility and occupancy. A general rule 

of thumb is that as accessibility increases, occupancy decreases. Simply put, 

when we are answering the phone quickly, agents are waiting for calls—low 

productivity. When we are slow at answering the phone, customers are wait-
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ing for an answer and agents are answering one call after another—high 

productivity. This relationship can be best explained through a diagram:

This diagram illustrates the way that calls arrive in a call centre. Each 

caller is making a decision to contact us independent of other callers. As a 

result the calls arrive randomly, often in bunches. The impact of this call 

arrival pattern is that we can’t just staff the phones equal to the amount of 

work presented by the calls. To answer all calls, we must not only staff to 

the workload of the calls, but also add extra staffi ng to cover the peaks in 

demand. The difference between the workload represented in the calls and 

the actual amount of staff used to answer calls is idle time. This is time when 

agents are waiting for the next call. If you want to answer customer calls 

quickly you must have idle time. Conversely, the percent of staffed time 

that agents are actually answering calls is called occupancy or busy time. It 

represents the productive portion of an agents signed-in time.

Occupancy level is a major driver in our call centre. It can be affected 

in three major ways. First, our accessibility affects occupancy in that the 

higher accessibility (we answer the phone faster), the lower our overall oc-

cupancy will be. This is because to answer the phone quickly, we must raise 

the amount of staffi ng relative to the actual amount of work in the system. 

We spent a great deal of time deciding on how fast to answer the phone. Our 

considerations included balancing occupancy costs with caller tolerances for 

delay, the cost of lost callers, and 800 toll-free expense of callers. The result 

was an accessibility objective that balanced our costs and revenues.

Second, when we increase the size of our call centre, the overall random-
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ness of call arrivals is reduced. This is because callers’ decisions to contact 

us begin to merge together and the call-arrival line begins to smooth out. 

The result is that we don’t need to add as much extra staff to ensure that we 

answer the phone quickly. To take advantage of this effect, we make sure that 

we minimize the number of answering groups in the call centre. Last year we 

merged our New York and Toronto offi ces to take advantage of this.

The third way to impact occupancy is through improved scheduling. By 

following our demand curve closely, we can avoid periods of excessively 

high accessibility, which maximizes idle time.

Variable Cost per Paid Hour—Variable costs are costs incurred by the 

call centre that vary with the amount of calls processed. The largest variable 

costs are labour, benefi ts and long-distance or toll expense. An important part 

of effective call centre management is a clear understanding of the variable 

costs. Good call centre managers know the average hourly wage, benefi ts 

percentage and telecommunications cost by the hour or minute. Because we 

are considering paid hours, the average hourly telecommunications cost must 

be reduced by M-over-P, and occupancy. For example, if your call centre 

has a 10-cent-per-minute rate for telecommunications expense, an average 

M-over-P of 70 percent, and 80 percent occupancy, then your average hourly 

cost for telecommunications would be approximately:

10 cents x 60 minutes x 70% x 80% = $3.36

Add to this the cost of wages and benefi ts (and any other variable costs) 

and you’ll arrive at the average variable cost per (paid) hour to run your 

call centre. If your average wage was $12.50 and your benefi ts rate was 20 

percent, then your variable costs would be:

 Telecom $ 3.36 

 Wages $12.50 

 Benefi ts ($12.50 x 40 percent) $ 5.00 

 Total Variable Cost $20.86
 

$20.86 is the cost of running your call centre for one hour.

Total Fixed Costs—Whereas variable costs are costs incurred by your 

call centre that do not vary with call volume, fi xed costs are consistent and 

they recur month over month. Examples of fi xed costs include management 

salaries, rent, and lease payments or depreciation on equipment. In running 
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your centre, you will need to know what your fi xed costs are. Managers who 

want to increase the effi ciency of their operations will want to maximize the 

call volume they can handle without increasing fi xed costs. As the volume of 

calls increases, fi xed costs become cheaper on a per-hour basis.

Fixed Costs

 Management Salaries  $ 2,900,000  

 Depreciation   $ 600,000  

 Offi ce Rent  $ 500,000  

 Total  $ 4,000,000  

Conversion on Contacts—For revenue-generating centres, a key driver 

is the conversion on contacts. This measure tracks the success rate achieved 

over all contacts. The overall goal is an increase in the percentage of suc-

cesses. This is a superior measure to the total sales measure as it considers 

success over the total opportunity (contacts). It is a true measure of sales 

success. The total sales measure will increase and decrease with productivity, 

masking the effectiveness of the sales effort.

Average Revenue per Sale—Conversion on contacts tracks the overall 

sales success rate achieved by our call centre. The average revenue per sale 

measure tracks the size of the success. An increased sales success rate can be 

offset by a reduction in the average dollar value of sales. To be truly mean-

ingful, both measures should improve or one should remain steady while the 

other measure increases. Together with productivity, they paint a picture of 

total revenue generation. 

Average Speed of Answer—Our customers tell us that a key factor to 

customer satisfaction is accessibility—being easy to reach. In fact, they 

have a very direct way of telling us when we’re too slow at answering the 

phone—they hang up. In general, we try to answer the phone within three 

rings or 18 seconds. We do this because when we take longer than 18 seconds 

to answer the phones, our customers respond by hanging up at an increasingly 

fast pace. This is how we have mapped out the relationship:
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In this relationship we try to keep abandonment rates below 5 percent. 

We can do this by keeping the average speed of answer below 18 seconds. It 

appears that two percent is just about the best that we can do, because many 

customers choose to hang up before we’ve had a chance to answer the phone. 

These calls, quick abandons, happen for a variety of reasons. The customer 

might have changed his/her mind about the call or might have been inter-

rupted just as they completed dialing. We control the speed of answer that 

we deliver through forecasting and scheduling—something that the resource 

supervisor will cover in detail in chapter 5. 

Call Review Scores—The call review scores are internal assessments 

on how well our agents are adhering to our call-handling procedures. Our 

call handling procedures integrate what our customers expect from a tele-

phone encounter and what our company expects from the same encounter. 

Call review scoring is the process of listening to and scoring agent calls to 

evaluate how well the agent is working within our established call-handling 

procedures.

There are a lot of different thoughts on call content scoring. Our scoring 

format has what we call vertical and horizontal scoring elements. The vertical 

mirrors our standard call anatomy. Agents are given scores for how well they 

guide the caller through each element of the anatomy.
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Call Element Description 

Introduction and Purpose Identify self, establish rapport and  

  determine the purpose of the   

  customer’s call.
 

Qualify Ask questions to determine what  

  sale or solution will best suit the  

  customer needs. Recap what the  

  customer has said to improve  

  rapport and solidify understanding.
 

Offer Propose a solution to the customer.  

  Identify the benefi ts to the   

  customer’s unique situation.
 

Close Ask the customer to accept the  

  solution and/or sale.
 

Wrap Recap what you have agreed to  

  with the customer.
 
Our employee performance supervisor establishes required behavioural 

elements to each section. For example, during the closing part of the call, the 

agent must ask the customer if they want to purchase a product or accept a 

service solution. If they do this, they get a score of 2, or “meets expectations,” 

for that element of the call. If the agent attempts to make a closing statement, 

but is vague or unclear with the customer, they get a 1, or “needs improve-

ment,” for that element. When an agent fails to attempt a closing statement, 

then they receive a 0, or “does not meet expectations,” for the closing ele-

ment. Similar scoring is done for each element of the call. Agents receive a 

vertical score for the call out of a possible total of 10 points.

Horizontal scoring is done against each element as well. While the 

vertical score refl ects how well the agent manages the process or fl ow of 

the call, the horizontal score is a measure of content. In keeping with trying 

to work with the desired call fl ow, content scoring is done on an observed, 

demerit basis. As the agent progresses through the call that is being scored, 

the supervisor will note problems related to accuracy, professionalism and 

communication skills. These observations are scored as demerits to the hori-

zontal/call-fl ow scoring. 
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Overall, our call content scoring is designed to be simple, based on 

observable behaviours and consistent with our call anatomy. In general, a 

score of 67 percent is considered fairly good. As with other measures, we 

are more concerned with consistency and improvement than determining 

one correct score.

Modeling the Call Centre Operating Budget

Our drivers are powerful tools that give us a clear understanding of how 

our call centre works. For example, using the drivers, I can quickly estimate 

our operating budget as follows:
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1. Determine call volume. 

2. Determine workload 

that must be handled by 

TSRs. Divide by 3,600 

to express in hours. 

3. Determine productive 

hours of phone time 

required to meet acces-

sibility objectives.

4. Determine the paid 

hours required to  staff 

the centre for  the re-

quired productive time. 

5. Determine the variable 

cost to run the offi ce 

with the number of  

paid hours required. 

6. Add fi xed cost per 

month to determine  

total budget.

• Volume = Customers x  % Customers Calling

• Workload = Call Volume x Call Length (CST)  

                               3,600 

• Productive Hours = Workload/Occupancy 

• Paid Hours = Productive Hours/(M/P)

 

• Variable Cost = Paid Hours x Cost per Hour 

• Total Budget = Variable Cost + Fixed Cost 
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Using our measures the budget can be modeled as follows:

 A Customer Base Calling (year) 400%

 B Customer Base 500,000

 C Call length (CST) 240

 D Occupancy 80%

 E Manned to Paid 70%

 F Variable Cost/ Paid Hour $20.86

 G Fixed Cost/Year $4,000,000 

 Total A x B x C / 3600 / D / E x F + G $8,966,667 

Not only is this model reasonably accurate, but it is a quick and effective 

tool for conducting what-if scenarios for cost-benefi t analyses. All managers 

in our call centre understand this formula and are able to perform basic what-

if scenarios. Should one manager suggest new automation that reduces the 

customer base calling by 5 percent and costs $200,000, then a quick what-if 

will tell them if the project is worth considering.

 A Customer Base Calling  380%

   (5 % improvement) 

 B Customer Base 500,000 

 C Call Length (CST) 240 

 D Occupancy 80% 

 E Manned to Paid 70% 

 F Variable Cost/Hour $20.86 

 G Fixed Cost/Year  $4,000,000 

 Total A x B x C / 3600 / D / E x F + G $8,718,333 

 Total Previous Total $8,966,667 

  Savings  $248,334 

A more detailed analysis would include the amortized cost of the invest-

ment as an addition to fi xed costs, but for simplicity our manager knows 

that with a return of over $248,000 per year, this project is worth further 

consideration.
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Modeling Other Business Measures

The drivers can be used to analyze and model other business measures. 

A few common measures include our operating budget, calls per hour, and 

sales per hour:

Calls per Hour—Calls per hour can be modeled using call length and 

occupancy:

CPH = 3600 (seconds in an hour) x Occupancy

    CST

Increasing calls per hour is a matter of lowering call length or increasing 

occupancy.

Sales per Hour—Sales per hour is a function of productivity, and sales 

success. Sales per hour can be modeled using conversion rate, occupancy 

and call length:

SPH = CPH x Conversion

= 3600 x Occupancy x Conversion on Calls

  CST

As such, increasing occupancy and conversion rate or reducing call 

length can increase sales per hour.

I use the drivers in my role of analyst to better understand how we can 

affect the output of our call centre. I do this by analyzing the behaviour of 

each driver. I spend the bulk of my time studying the drivers in an ongoing 

effort to understand what affects driver performance.

Strategies for Affecting Drivers

In analyzing performance and making recommendations for improve-

ment in driver performance, I generally use four strategies: 

1. Root Cause Analysis

2. Agent Performance Management

3. Setting the Accessibility Target

4. Application of Technology
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Strategy 1: Root Cause Analysis, Understanding Sub-drivers

Understanding the dynamics of how the drivers work together is a key 

factor in understanding how our call centre works. By drilling down into 

the drivers (to what I call the sub-drivers) we can gain a more in-depth 

understanding of driver behaviour and how to affect change in the drivers. 

Sub-drivers are the smaller measures that make up the drivers. Most of the 

time the management team doesn’t look at the additional detail found in the 

sub-drivers. Usually, it’s enough to understand that changes in the drivers af-

fected changes in the business objectives. However, when large, unexpected 

changes in the drivers occur, the management team becomes very interested 

in what affected the drivers. Since it’s my job to understand what affected 

the drivers they will look to me for an explanation and a report.

Examples of drivers and sub drivers are as follows:

 Driver  Sub-Driver 

1. Contacts per Customer • Contacts per customer by   

     demographics

  • Contacts per customer by   

     purchase behaviour
 

2. Customers • Demographic profi les

  • Purchase behaviour
 

3. Customer Service Time • Time talking

  • Work time

  • Other time 
 

4. M/P • Uses of manpower (M/P)
 

5. Occupancy • None
 

6. Variable Cost per Hour • Variable cost per hour by type   

    (wages, telecom, benefi ts, etc.)
 

7. Fixed Costs • Accounting of all fi xed costs
 

8. Conversion per Contact • Call dispositions
 

9. Average Dollar Value per Sale • Distribution of sales by type   

     and value
 

10. Average Speed of Answer • Call volume, call length and   

     staffi ng
 

11. Call Review Scores • Key call elements (introduction,  

    qualify, offer, close, call wrap)
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By analyzing and understanding the sub-drivers I can provide the man-

agement team with a great deal of information on how to affect the drivers. 

With some of the drivers, such as contacts per subscriber, I can do a great 

deal of digging. So that it doesn’t get too confusing, I always start with the 

lowest level of complexity, make sure I have an accurate measure, then dig 

to the higher levels of complexity. For example, it is critical that I have an 

accurate measure of calls per subscriber. Once this is done, I can search for a 

better understanding by breaking contacts per subscriber down by geographic 

market—east and west, for instance. Once completed and accurate, I can dig 

further still. The important factor is that I always have a useable, accurate 

level of understanding before I search for deeper meaning.

If I do nothing other than report on the business objectives, drivers and 

sub-drivers with a very high level of accuracy, I have helped to improve 

the offi ce’s performance. We’ve learned that the most important analysis 

is a simple measure of key drivers. The simple act of understanding what 

performance is often results in immediate improvements.

Variation Analysis

Key to understanding variation among the drivers is a study of variation. 

Our basic philosophy is that “variation happens” and the better the process, 

the lower the variation in performance results. Our goal is to reduce variation. 

Consider this: If every agent is producing exactly the same length of call, 

exactly the same level of sales, and exactly the same customer satisfaction 

scores, then shouldn’t we have an excellent understanding of how work is 

being done? Understanding variation is key to understanding our processes 

and understanding how to improve.

Some of the tools that I use on a daily basis to analyze the performance 

of key drivers include:

• Control charts—Control charts help me to identify statistical 

anomalies in driver performance. They do this by analyzing the 

variation in driver performance and when performance is outside 

the norm, the control charts alert me that it is time to analyze the 

cause of this variation.

• Run charts—Run charts are basically control charts without the 

control limits. They help me to understand and identify any trends 

occurring in driver performance.
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• Histograms—Histograms are used to understand the relative 

importance of various contributors to driver performance. For 

example, total volume might be comprised of 40 percent billing 

calls, 25 percent shipping inquires, 20 percent sales, 10 percent 

information and 5 percent complaints.

• Fishbone diagrams help me to understand the relative various 

impacts on a driver, such as, CST.

• Flow charts help me to understand the process of work including 

any bottlenecks where process variation typically occurs. 

I use each of these tools daily. I start by using control charts and run 

charts to track the performance of each key driver. When one of the drivers 

takes a signifi cant change in normal performance, I refer to my fi shbone dia-

grams and fl ow charts to drill down into the cause for the change. Frequently, 

we’ll fi nd problems that can be removed—returning offi ce performance to 

normal effi ciency. Sometimes the causes are harder to affect and we have to 

live with them. If these uncommon causes are severe enough, we’ll try to 

build a coping process—build consideration into our everyday way of doing 

business.
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Strategy 2: Agent Performance Management, 

                 Understanding Variation at the Front Line.

Probably the quickest and most powerful source of improvement in the 

operational drivers is agent performance management.

In many call centres agent performance, relevant to revenue generation, 

effi ciency and service delivery will vary by 600 percent to 1,000 percent. All 

of this variation can be traced back to subtle differences in procedures. These 

differences are immediately refl ected in differences in driver performance.

In some ways, each agent represents a unique call centre with a unique 

interpretation of processes, procedures, knowledge and motivation. The 

variation in agent performance contains an incredible amount of information 

on how to and how not to run the call centre. Without benchmarking other 

call centres, we have an unlimited source of benchmarking within our own 

operation. By capturing the best practices, we have an inexhaustible source 

of improvement.

Measuring performance at the agent level is done top down. This is 

done by mapping operational key drivers over to agent measurement. In 

some cases the operational drivers remain exactly the same as for the offi ce 

in total. In other cases, the agent can only affect a portion of the driver. In 

these cases, the drivers are modifi ed to capture the portion impacted by the 

agent. In other cases, the agent can have no impact on the driver. Here the 

agent is not measured on the driver.
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In our case, we’ve mapped operational drivers over to the agent level 

as follows:

Operational Driver TSR Measure  Defi nition

Contacts per Customer Post-service callbacks  Percentage of customers  

   who are calling back  

   within 30 days of talking  

   with the TSR 

Customer None  

Customer Service Time Customer Service Time  Call length (talk time and  

   post-call work time)

M/P Schedule Adherence  The percentage of a TSRs- 

   on-phone scheduled time  

   that they actually put in on  

   the phones 

Occupancy None  

Cost per Hour Wage  Rate of pay 

Conversion per Contact Conversion per Contact  Sales generated per call

 Cancellation Rate  Cancellations as a percent  

   of sales 

Average Revenue per Sale Average Revenue per Sale  Dollars generated per sale

Average Speed of Answer None  Customer opinion of the  

   service received by the TSR

Call Review Scores Call Review Scores  Call centre sample measure  

   of TSR performance  

   against internal call 

   handling  procedures 
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We also track customer opinion scores on an individual agent basis. 

Customer opinion is a business measure that can be easily tracked at the 

agent level.

Interestingly, we’ve found that the simple act of measuring individual 

agents results in improvements in the driver performance. Certainly tracking 

and reporting on these key numbers raises everyone’s awareness level of the 

importance of these drivers.

The key here is to understand and minimize variation in agent perfor-

mance. This is an area of tremendous opportunity for most call centres and 

one that we’ve had a great deal of success with.

Our approach to studying variation at the agent level is to create a hierar-

chy of related measures. At the top of the hierarchy, or performance tree, is a 

measure that we call Overall Performance Index (OPI). The key performance 

drivers are at the root of the tree (shown on previous page.)

OPI is an artifi cial measure designed to provide feedback on agent over-

all performance—revenue generation, effi ciency and customer satisfaction. 

In effect, OPI balances agent performance. By analyzing individual agent 

performance at the OPI level, we can identify agents who are statistical 

exceptions in overall performance. Again, we’ll use tools, such as control 

charts, to help us determine who to look at.

This is an example of an OPI Control Chart:

The middle band represents the average OPI for the entire group. The 

lower band is one standard deviation below the group average while the 

upper band is one standard deviation above. We look at the agents who fall 

above the high band or below the lower band and ask: Why? To understand 

why individual agents lie outside the bands, we’ll drill down into the tree. 
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By drilling down through the tree and analyzing more basic measures, 

we can fi nd out the one or two key drivers affecting the agent’s exceptional 

performance. Once we’ve identifi ed the root of exceptional performance, we 

can decide if the difference is positive or negative and act accordingly. Posi-

tive exceptions become best practices, and negative exceptions are removed 

from the agent’s performance. Either the agent becomes a peer coach/model, 

or they receive coaching. Either way, this approach is the single most power-

ful approach to reducing variation and increasing performance that we use 

in our call centre.

Strategy 3:  Set an Accessibility Target

In our offi ce, our accessibility target is to achieve an average speed of 

answer of 18 seconds. We arrived at that through some simple, but powerful 

analysis. There are really four steps: First, we acquire an understanding of our 

customer tolerances for delays at various levels of accessibility. We do this 

by charting the caller abandonment rate (hang-ups) at various accessibility 

levels. For example:

This chart gives us a fundamental understanding of our customer 

tolerances. So, at each accessibility level we have a good idea of when 

customers will hang up. From our market research, we also know how 

many of these customers will immediately call our competition and buy 

from them instead—approximately 50 percent. Because we know that the 

average purchase through our call centre is $100, and one out of fi ve callers 

purchases from us, we know that each lost call is worth approximately $10 

in lost revenue. This allows us to calculate the incremental revenue that we 

gain from higher accessibility and reduced abandonment. Our scheduler then 
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gives us the staffi ng costs associated with each accessibility level and we can 

calculate the exact level of service that makes sense for our call centre. Here 

is a sample chart of our calculations:

 Average   Incremental   Incremental   Incremental 

 Delay Abandon  Revenue  Staffi ng Cost  Benefi t

 5 2% $ 75,000.00 $ 545,359.48 $ (470,359.48)

 12 2.50% $ 60,000.00 $ 331,111.11 $ (271,111.11)

 18 2.90%  $ 90,000.00 $ 179,518.07 $ (89,518.07)

 24 3.50% $ 150,000.00 $ 166,993.56 $ (16,993.56)

 30 4.50%  $ 300,000.00 $ 155,735.56 $ 144,264.44

 40 6.50% $ 225,000.00 $ 145,578.90  $ 79,421.10

 55 8% $ 300,000.00  $ 136,384.44 $ 163,615.56  

 70 10%    

This analysis shows that when we staff for and deliver a 24-second av-

erage delay, we create an approximate balance between revenue generation 

and cost. In addition, our customers are responding with a very low abandon-

ment rate, suggesting that a target of 24 seconds balances revenue, effi ciency 

and customer satisfaction. Thus the reason that a 24-second average delay 

becomes our target.

We should also note that our target is not a maximum of 24 seconds, but 

24 seconds. Because revenue and satisfaction decreases with average delays 

above 24 seconds, and costs increase with delays below 24 seconds, we look 

to providing delays as close to 24 seconds—above or below—as possible. 

Twenty-four seconds is a good, balanced target for our operation.

Strategy 4:  Apply New Technology

Technology is frequently used as a means to improve operations. Too 

frequently, however, it is used as a “magic bullet” designed to solve all busi-

ness problems. Used correctly, technology is a terrifi c means of facilitating 

call centre operations and new technology can realize improvements in 

revenue, effi ciency and service. Technology certainly brings new revenue 

opportunities—integrating the call centre to the Internet is one method of 

attracting a new type of shopper,or keeping one who is adopting a new 

method of commerce. Technology can also offer new and improved services 

that enhance the customer experience. Skills-based routing ensures that the 
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customer is matched with the most appropriate agent. IVR applications allow 

the customer to receive 24-hour service where it wasn’t available before, and 

the Internet is allowing customers fast, personal service.

While revenue and service improvements are certainly opportunities for 

the applications of technology, the bulk of call centre technology purchases 

are still designed to improve operational effi ciency. In this case, the decision 

to purchase new and improved technology boils down to the impact that 

the technology has on fi ve key drivers: CST, Occupancy, Average Variable 

Cost per Hour and Contacts per Customer. Business cases for new technol-

ogy are simple to support when we use impacts on our key drivers as a 

basis for making technology purchase decisions. For example, if we know 

from case studies that an IVR will reduce the percent of customer base call-

ing our agents by 5 percent, we can run this through our formula for total 

operational cost and see what type of impact the purchase will make on 

operational effi ciencies:

    

  Before IVR After IVR 

A Customer Base Calling (Year) 4.0 3.8 

B Customer Base 500,000 500,000 

C Call length (secs) 240 240 

D Occupancy 80% 80% 

E Manned to Paid 70% 70% 

F Variable Cost/Hour $20.86 $20.86 

G Fixed Cost/Year $4,000,000 $4,025,000 

Total A x B x C / 3600 / D / E x F + G $8,966,667 $8,743,333 

 Change  $223,334

We’ve added $25,000 to the annual fi xed costs of the system to refl ect 

the cost of the IVR. Still, the net annual benefi t of the IVR is over $200,000. 

Obviously this is a good investment.
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All of our technology purchase decisions are based on their impact on 

the key drivers. Examples of technology and their potential impacts on the 

drivers are as follows:

Technology Some possible impacts 

Skills-Based Routing % of base calling (through fi rst 

 call resolution)

 Call Review Scores  

 Occupancy

Call Blending Occupancy 

IVR % of base calling 

Computer – Telephone Integration Call Length

Predictive Dialer Occupancy

 Call Length 

Scheduling System Occupancy

 M/P 

Online Reference and  Call Length

Information Tools % base calling

 Revenue Per Contact

 Call Review Scores 

Our overall approach to technological advancement is to investigate 

technology as it applies to our key revenue, effi ciency and service drivers. 

If we can’t see an overall benefi t justifying the technology, then we don’t 

invest; but where technology is justifi ed through improvement in the drivers, 

we embrace it as a means to improve business performance.

Chapter Four…The Call Centre Analyst

  





I am the department’s resource supervisor. I am responsible for ensuring 

that our call centre has enough people, equipment, space and technology to 

achieve its goals. The basic parts, or anatomy, of my job include:

1. Determine resources required to meet goals (people, 

equipment, space, technology).

2. Determine when resources are needed.

3. Ensure that the resources are available when they are needed.

Resource management is a lot easier than people make it out to be. The 

math is straightforward and projections, such as department budgets, can 

be done without complicated scheduling systems. Determining how many 

resources are needed depends a great deal on the timeframe in question. I 

look at four timeframes:

1. Long-term budget projections

2. Mid-term schedule projections

3. Short-term schedule projections

4. Real-time needs

The calculations for determining staff requirements or equipment require-

ments are similar. The difference is in determining equipment requirements, 

I’m concerned with peak demand; and in determining staffi ng requirements, 

I’m more concerned with average demand.

CHAPTER 5
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Budgeting Resources

The entire resource management process starts with determining what  

resources are going to be needed over the next 12-to-18 months. Every month 

I project demand for the next 12-to-18 months. I do this proactively rather 

than waiting for budget season for two reasons. First, it’s my job to stay on 

top of changing long-term demand; and, second, I’m probably going to be 

asked for it anyway, so I might as well have it ready.

Staffi ng demand is a function of three variables: call volume, call length 

and the occupancy required to produce a service level. When conducting 

staffi ng forecasts, I need to consider all three of these variables.

Forecasting Resources

Volume and call length make up total demand. Both are equally impor-

tant to us so I spend an equal amount of time determining what each will be. 

We use a variety of forecasting techniques to determine what call volume 

might be next year. I like to keep things simple. I base most of my forecasts 

on contacts per customer. Year over year, we’ve received a fairly constant 

4.0 calls per customer. These four calls are spread out throughout the year 

with more or fewer customers calling each month. During the budgeting 

process, I’m not very worried about the monthly breakdown of calls, just 

the annual total.

Each time that I revisit my budget, I start with a call to the marketing 

department. I ask them for a projection of average number of customers that 

we expect to have over the coming year. I then multiply this by four calls 

per year per customer to arrive at our annual call volume forecast. If market-

ing were unable to give me a projection, I’d look to the annual trend in call 

volume. For example, I know that our call volumes have been growing by 

5 percent every year for the last several years. Because of this, I would just 

add 5 percent to the volume over the next 12 months. 

Our call length is forecasted based on current levels and the trends over 

the last year. Generally, I won’t forecast a decrease in call length unless I’m 

very comfortable with the mechanics behind the initiatives to reduce the 

length of calls. Many call centres under-estimate resources required because 

of overly optimistic call length projections. Typically, I’ll use the average 

length of call over the past year.
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Once I’ve projected the volume and call length, I will have an idea of 

demand. By multiplying call volume by call length (in seconds) and divid-

ing by 3,600, I know the total hours of expected demand. I can’t use this as 

my level of work because this number doesn’t consider the random arrival 

pattern of incoming calls. To allow for the random nature of calling demand, 

I’ll need to use more staff than the volume and call length suggests. I will 

need some “padding” to cover peaks in demand.

One method of determining the appropriate level of padding is to use a 

queuing formula, such as, Erlang C. Erlang C is very effective. It considers 

the random nature of call arrivals, the projected accessibility and demand to 

determine the level of staff needed. To do this, I would have to reduce my 

volume to a half-hour by half-hour basis and use the Erlang C formula. I 

would then add up the half-hour staffi ng requirements to get the total hours 

required. A number of “workforce management” or scheduling systems can 

automate this process for me. We use the Erlang C formula, but I generally 

don’t use it in the budgeting process. Erlang C calculators are available from 

a variety of sources.

A simple and effective method of determining the appropriate staffi ng 

numbers required is to measure our historical occupancy rate (the amount of 

time that agents are busy while logged on to the phones and not waiting for 

calls). Given that we are generally close to our accessibility objective, our 

historical occupancy rate is a good indicator of how busy agents will be—on 
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average—when we are appropriately staffed. Knowing this, my formula for 

determining total staff required is:

 Volume x Call Length 

  3,600 x Occupancy 

I can use this formula for any time period, provided that I know the 

historical occupancy rate for that period and we approximately achieved 

our accessibility level during that time frame. For budgeting purposes, I use 

annual forecasts to determine the total hours of staffi ng requirements. I can 

revise my projections in seconds.

Once I know the total staff required to service our incoming demand, I 

then consider the off-phone time that our staff will utilize. Obviously, not all 

paid time is on the phones. Paid time that is off-phone time includes:

• Breaks

• Meetings

• Vacation and time bank (Employees can “bank” overtime to be used 

as time off; also, we occasionally run incentives where the reward 

is time deposited into your time bank account.)

• Training

• Missing time (shrinkage)

Again, our calculation for this is simple. Over time we’ve targeted, and 

achieved, an 80 percent manned-to-paid ratio. While we want to know where 

the additional 20 percent go, for budgeting purposes, it is not a major con-

cern. Of primary importance is that our ratio of M/P is 80 percent. I use this 

ratio to gross up our staffi ng requirements. So, my total staffi ng requirement 

formula becomes:

   Volume x Call Length   
= Paid Hours Required

 3,600 x Occupancy x M/P
 

Again, I can update these numbers in seconds without using a schedul-

ing system.
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Scheduling

The scheduling process is similar to budgeting. The only major differ-

ence is that when scheduling, I am more concerned with the fi ner details, and 

when budgeting, I simply want the big, overall number of resources required. 

When scheduling, I become concerned with WHEN these resources will be 

needed. For example, exactly how many agents will be needed on Tuesdays 

at 5:30 to meet our accessibility targets at that time.

Again, this process starts with a forecast and, like budgeting, there are a 

lot of very complex formulas to forecast future volumes. I take a simple ap-

proach and look at what call volume has been like over the last four weeks. 

Unless I have a good reason why things might be different, I simply use the 

average volume for that period over the last four weeks. For example, to 

determine staff needed on Tuesday at 5:30, I look at what the volume (and 

call length) has been over the last four Tuesdays at 5:30, take an average and 

that becomes my forecast. It’s simple, but over the last few years it has been 

the most accurate method we’ve tried.

Once I know the forecasted volume and call length, I need to determine 

how many staff is needed to meet our accessibility targets. A common ap-

proach is to use the Erlang C formula, but I prefer to use the same method 

that we used during the budgeting process. While I’m tracking call volume 

and call length over the last four weeks, I also track accessibility and oc-

cupancy. If the average accessibility is approximately at our target (plus or 

minus 5 percent), I use the average occupancy to determine staff used. If ac-

cessibility is high or low, I adjust the occupancy up or down to compensate. 

In this manner, I can accurately forecast the number of staff required.

The formula is similar to the one used to calculate staff required for the 

budget, with two minor differences:

 Volume x Call Length 
= Staff Required in the Half Hour

 

  1,800 x Occupancy  
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Instead of dividing by 3,600, we’ve divided by 1,800—this is because we 

are calculating half-hourly staff needed and not hours of staff requirements. 

The second difference is that we have not grossed up the staff required by the 

non-phone hours required (M/P). This is because in scheduling we are only 

concerned with the on-phone demand. Because we allowed for additional 

staffi ng requirements during the budgeting stage, our staff already contains 

suffi cient additional numbers to meet off-phone requirements. We will build 

the schedule from this available pool.

Once I’ve determined the staff required half-hour by half-hour, I draw a 

graph (below) to get a feel for how my schedule must be built. 

I build one graph for each day of the week and I work with each day 

separately. The fi nal step to building my schedule is similar to playing a 

game of strategy. Based on the number of employees that I have, I create a 

list of available shifts. 
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I then start with one shift at a time and fi ll in the staff-required curve, 

trying my best to match the required curve with the scheduled curve. When 

doing this, I must remember to account for breaks.

 

I’ll go through the same process for each day of the week. Once I’ve 

completed a schedule for each day, I’ll package them into valid weekly sched-

ules for employees. Valid shifts have at least two consecutive days off in the 

week, do not exceed 37.5 hours for full time employees and range between 

20 and 30 hours for part-time employees. We try to keep approximately 30 

percent of our shifts part-time, averaging 24 hours per week. Through trial 

and error, we’ve found this to be the best mix to maximize fl exibility while 

maintaining as many full-time staff as possible.

Frequency of Schedule Creation

I’m aware that some call centres go through this process monthly. My 

guess is that things are changing so much in their environment that they need 

to change monthly. My rule of thumb is don’t change what doesn’t need 

fi xing. I prefer to leave a schedule in place until it doesn’t work anymore. 

Most of my schedules have a life expectancy of six months or more. This 

provides two benefi ts to employees: They enjoy a level of job security, and 

it affords them information necessary to plan family/leisure activities around 

their schedules. For the company, it eliminates unnecessary rework, and helps 

to reduce sick days. Once again we experience a win-win situation.

Chapter Five…The Resource Supervisor (Scheduler)
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Daily Work Plan Process

The work plan is the one-day version of our schedule. It represents 

exactly who will be coming in, and when they will come in, on a particular 

day. Surprisingly, to convert the schedule to a work plan requires a fair bit 

of work. While we do our best to make good schedules, the scheduling 

process is never ending. The problem with schedules is that resource needs 

and demands change. Staffi ng needs change, people take vacations, attend 

training sessions, leave the department. Customer-demand changes, some-

times because of a promotion, a competitor’s action, or just the weather. So, 

despite our best efforts, schedules are bombarded by the changes in resource 

needs and demands. This doesn’t mean that we throw in the towel and start 

from scratch; for the most part the schedule will be fi ne with a few minor 

adjustments.

The Big Freeze

Six days before any specifi c work day, we freeze all staff changes. This 

means that the supervisors/management and staff must submit all of their 

resource requests to me no later than six days before the day they require a 

change. This includes vacation requests, meeting notices, training notices and 

so on. With requests frozen for six days, I can be assured that the staffi ng side 

of the equation will not change greatly. Now, I can focus on demand. 

At this point, I reforecast demand using recent trends. If volume is gener-

ally above projections, I increase the demand curve. If volume is generally 

below projections, I decrease the demand curve. All very simple. I then match 

what is left of my scheduled staff to the new demand curve, and I will likely 

get something like this: 
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Next, I start adjusting shifts to make up the difference in the curves. I’ll 

expand part-time shifts, move shift start times, approve overtime, reduce 

shifts, approve additional vacation, etc. I do whatever I can to meet the de-

mand as best possible. 

Shift Trades

With adjustments completed, the work plan is almost ready. Only one 

change remains—shift trades. To increase fl exibility for our employees, we 

allow them to trade shifts amongst themselves. From a scheduler’s viewpoint, 

I’m not overly concerned about who is in the seat, but that the seat is fi lled.

Employees have until 5:00 PM the day before a scheduled shift to submit 

their trades online. At 5:00 PM,  the day is completely closed.  The names on 

each shift are automatically changed upon approval and can be distributed to 

everyone who needs a copy— which means most of the management team. 

Along with the work plan of names, included are half-hour by half-hour 

staffi ng forecast that includes the scheduled staff in seats versus the projected 

requirements. This gives the operations team a good idea of what to expect 

throughout the day.

Real-time Scheduling

Shift trades would seem a logical and predictable end to the schedul-

ing process—not so. It is also part of my job to monitor real-time activity. 

Based on the cumulative volume in the early part of the day, I can determine 

whether we’ve under- or over-forecasted our volumes. For example, I know 

that by 10:00 AM, historically we’ve received 15 percent of the volume that 

we’ll get throughout the day. If we receive 500 calls by 10:00 AM, then it 

would seem that we are on track for a 3,300-call day (500 divided by 15 per-

cent). I can then compare the staff required to the staff scheduled, throughout 

the day. I’ll remove known sick leave and quickly I’ll see how the rest of 

the day is shaping up. If it looks like we’re about to be over-scheduled, I’ll 

approve training, meetings, or perhaps some early leave (employees can go 

home using time bank balances). If it looks like we’re understaffed, I might 

cut training and meetings, or I might approve overtime hours, extend part-

time shifts, or call in extra staff. I continually do whatever I can to meet our 

service level.
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Matching demand with resources in an ongoing process. It starts months 

ahead with the budget and ends with real-time adjustments the day of opera-

tions. It’s a lot of work, but it is easily worth it. An operation like ours will 

have a staffi ng budget of over $4 million. Without a process like this, we’d 

either miss our service objective, losing potentially millions in revenue or 

we’d be way overstaffed, increasing our budget by as much as 20 percent—or 

half a million dollars. It’s worth the extra effort.



As the name suggests, my job is to ensure that our front-line staff is ca-

pable of performing their jobs in a manner consistent with our department’s 

goals and objectives. Three elements must come together for an employee 

to succeed. The fi rst two, motivation and skill, are internal to the employee. 

The third element is opportunity. I facilitate the development of skill and 

motivation within the employee. It is a process of drawing out success from 

the employee. Opportunity is external to the employee and is developed by 

a wide variety of forces, including marketing, competition, media and cus-

tomers. In general, the opportunity here is the same for all employees, so I 

concentrate my time and efforts on the intrinsic value of an employee: skill 

and motivation. 

CHAPTER 6
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Skill and motivation are equally important. Employees with motivation 

and no skill understand and appreciate the destination, but lack direction. As 

such, they can cause as many problems as solutions. Employees with skill but 

no motivation can be very costly as they perform well below their capabili-

ties. They can also hinder the motivation of other employees.

In developing our employees’ skills and motivation, we use a process 

called the Quick Answer. It’s a framework that reminds us of the keys to 

success in managing employees and it’s the basics of my job:

The Quick Answer

1. Hire the 

right 

people. 

2. Tell them 

what to do 

and why. 

3. Show 

them how 

to do it. 

4. Give them 

feedback 

on perfor-

mance. 

5. Make 

support-

ing them 

your #1 

mission

Skills

They have the entry- level 

skills that we need. 

Be very clear on skills/

behaviour required for 

immediate job success and 

long-term career success. 

Provide them with the ad-

ditional skills that they will 

need to be successful. 

Provide real-time and 

historical feedback on per-

formance versus required 

for success. Provide feed-

back on behaviour/skills 

adjustments. 

Provide assistance where 

obstacles/lack of resources 

inhibit employee perfor-

mance.

Motivation

They have long-term and short-

term goals/desires consistent 

with what we have to offer.

Explain how they will get what 

they want in the long-term and 

short-term by using their skills 

to achieve company goals. 

Training motivates by showing 

employees how to be success-

ful in achieving company and 

personal goals. Poor/lack of 

training demotivates as employ-

ees become unclear on how to 

succeed. 

Honest feedback energizes moti-

vation as employees feel control 

over rewards. Lack of feedback 

de-motivates as uncertainty of 

rewards sets in. 

Support motivates by getting 

employees closer to their goals. 

Lack of support de-motivates 

and becomes a frustrated road-

block to success. 
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Hire the Right People

Successful hiring is the key to all future success in managing employee 

skill and motivation. The key is to hire skilled people who are motivated 

by the long-term and short-term rewards that we have to offer. Too often 

we’ve hired people who have an abundance of skills that we really want, 

only to fi nd that we have little or nothing to offer, which appeals to the new 

agent. In these cases, the new employee will likely under-perform and leave 

our organization as soon as something comes along which better suits their 

personal goals. 

CASE STUDY

Mark needed a new scheduler for his call centre. He knew that his IT 

manager’s wife, Caroline, had been a very successful scheduler for 

one of the telephone companies (telcos). He knew that she was very 

effective at her job because he had opportunity to meet with Caroline’s 

previous manager at an inbound call centre conference. Caroline’s past 

employer talked extensively about her reliability, skills, and how she had 

dramatically improved the call centre’s effi ciency and accessibility while 

only one year on the job. Much to her past employer’s dismay, she left 

the job to fi nish her degree in market research.

Mark knew that Caroline had recently fi nished her degree and was 

looking for a job. He quickly invited Caroline to an interview. During 

the interview it became clear that Caroline had the skills that Mark 

was looking for and he quickly offered her a job with salary and bonus 

opportunities well beyond what the position was budgeted for. While the 

offer was impressive, Caroline explained that she needed to discuss 

the offer with her husband. She was more interested in a position in the 

fi eld of market research, but she hadn’t, as yet, been successful and she 

needed an income.

To try to make the opportunity much more appealing to Caroline, Mark 

called her at home and discussed the opportunity of starting a market 

research service within the company, which Caroline could build in her 

spare time. Between the lucrative offer, pressure from her husband, 

and the vague opportunity to start a market research service within the 

company, Caroline accepted the job.

Immediately after starting, Caroline realized that she had made a 

mistake. While she could easily do the job better than it had ever been 
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done before, her desire was to do market research. The offer of creating 

a research service was clearly secondary to performing the scheduling 

function. The money was great, but it didn’t provide a feeling of being 

fulfi lled in her job. After three days she visited Mark and handed in her 

resignation.

Successful hiring must satisfy the I-have-you-want-you-have-I-want 

criteria to ensure that the union will be mutually benefi cial and successful.

I Have

Problem-solving skills

Communication skills

You Want

Problem-solving skills

Communication skills

--------------------------------
You Have

Compensation

Benefi ts

Learning

Call centre career opportunities

I Want

Compensation

Benefi ts

Learning

Call centre advancement opportunities

 
A number of methods can be used to determine if an employee has the 

skills and motivation to succeed. We use a combination of skills and aptitude 

testing, in addition to interviewing and reference checking. Our experience 

has been that interviewing and reference checking alone is a very subjective 

method of hiring with a modest, at best, ability to predict a candidate’s future 

success on the job. By adding skills and aptitude testing, we’ve dramatically 

improved our ability to spot future success.
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Skills testing gives us an immediate read on a candidate’s ability in a 

specifi c area. For example, if the job requires extensive knowledge of per-

sonal computers, we would have candidates complete a PC navigation and 

operations test. The test would give us an immediate, measurable score of 

the candidate’s skill related to PC navigation and operation.

Aptitude testing tells us about the candidate’s potential interest, abil-

ity and motivation to work within a particular job, such as telephone sales. 

Aptitude tests are an important tool in understanding if an employee will 

be motivated, particularly in the short term, to work on the phones. The 

power of aptitude tests comes from the validation studies done by the testing 

company. In creating the tests, the testing company administers the aptitude 

test to hundreds or thousands of people who are already in a similar job to 

the one that the test is designed for. The people taking this test are grouped 

according to relative success and longevity on the job. These groups are 

compared to individual responses on the test. With this analysis, a success 

profi le emerges based on answers to the test. Future candidates taking the 

test have their responses compared to the success profi le. The closer that their 

scores match the scores of the success profi le, the higher score they get on 

the test. The higher the score, the more compatible they are to that particular 

type of work.

We do two interviews. The fi rst is a brief telephone interview, the pur-

pose of which is to determine how the candidate sounds on the phone, their 

telephone manner, their use of grammar, etc. We’ll also ask some basic skill 

questions to weed out candidates who do not meet the entry-level require-

ments. Depending on the required skills, this might include questions on 

languages spoken, PC skills, and so on.

For successful candidates, our second interview focuses on long-term 

goals. We ask two questions in an attempt to better understand the candidate. 

The fi rst, we call historical analysis of success. Here we ask the candidate to 

tell us three to fi ve stories of past accomplishments that they are proud of, 

something that they felt they did well and that they had fun with. The ac-

complishment can be small or large, and unimportant to anyone but himself 

or herself. It may be something as simple as building a fort as a young child, 

taking a small business course, or completing a university degree. The key 

is that the accomplishment was important to the candidate. If needed, the 

candidates are given time to consider the question. In their answer we want 

them to tell us all about the accomplishment—what they did, how they felt, 

why it was important, and so on. In the answers, we get an understanding 
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of what the candidate enjoys and does well. This past accomplishment is a 

window to what they will be motivated to do in the future.

The second question that we ask is: If your career were a movie that 

you could direct, what would you have yourself doing in fi ve, ten, and fi f-

teen years? What would you be doing at each stage? What actions would 

you have yourself take to reach each destination? Again, this question is 

designed to tell us what career direction might motivate the candidate. If the 

candidate sees himself obtaining a university degree with a long-term goal 

of going into politics, then perhaps a part-time job with us will be just what 

is needed to help the candidate fi nance his way through university. In this 

case our need for part-time telephone staff and the candidate’s motivation to 

work as a part-time phone representative are a perfect match. On the other 

hand, we should not make the mistake of fast-tracking this employee into 

management, even if he is a superstar on the phones. He simply does not have 

the long-term motivation to achieve a management position with us. Only if 

the candidate sees his career progressing long-term through the management 

ranks of a service organization, will we consider placing that candidate in 

more senior positions.

Of course, we also need people who simply want a good, steady job as 

a second income—this, we can offer in spades. Poor matches are people in 

transition who are viewing our job as a quick way to make money. If it is 

diffi cult to see how a job/career with us will help the candidate to meet their 

long-term needs, then we probably will not be able to motivate this candidate. 

It’s better to avoid a potential bad match.

Summary of Recruiting Tools

Skill/Motivation Tool

• Communication skills • Phone interview

 • Write a paragraph on your hobby

• Sales ability • Aptitude test

• Short-term motivation • Aptitude test

• Long-term motivation • Interview: historical analysis of   
     success

• Problem solving • IQ test

• PC skills • PC navigation test 
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Tell Them What to Do and Why

Experience has told us that one of the most common reasons for em-

ployee failure is a lack of understanding of what is expected of them. As 

such, the fi rst thing we tell them in orientation is their job expectations. Job 

expectations include minimum expectations—what must be achieved to keep 

their job—and what to do to succeed.

Setting expectations is critical because the employee needs to know what 

is expected and what the consequences are of poor performance as well as 

what the consequences are of exceptional performance. Understanding ex-

pectations is a strong motivational tool.

We realize that while, in general, employees are committed to the or-

ganization and their careers, short-term motivators are constantly at work 

distracting them from their day-to-day jobs. For example, punctuality is 

critical in a call centre. However, an employee on the early shift might be 

strongly tempted to sleep in an extra 30 minutes if it means that they take a 

later bus and are only fi ve minutes late for work. It doesn’t sound like much, 

but customers on hold don’t appreciate the extra fi ve minutes. If there were 

no consequences for being late, sleeping in would likely win the motivational 

battle because the employee had more immediate reinforcement for sleeping 

in than for getting to work on time.

To address this common call centre problem, we have a minimum 

expectation that employees will be late for work no more than three times 

every quarter—a fairly reasonable target. Failure to meet this expectation will 

result in reduced shifts for the employee and, eventually, termination. If the 

employee values their job, then this expectation is rarely an issue. 

Other minimum expectations include:

•  The employee will have no more than two unexcused absences per 

quarter.

•  The employee will have a schedule adherence of 95 percent or 

greater.

•  The employee will convert a minimum of fi ve percent of calls into 

sales.

•  The employees average call length will be no greater than 320 

seconds on a monthly basis.
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•  The employee will use the company’s “call anatomy” and score a 

minimum of 70 percent on call review scores on a monthly basis. 

We spend a lot of time training the call anatomy; it’s the way that 

we expect calls to be handled.

•  The employee will receive customer opinion scores of greater than 

70 percent on a monthly basis.

These minimums are not arbitrarily set. Instead, we’ve selected goals that 

every employee should easily be able to attain. In determining goals, we fi rst 

establish what the existing performance average is, then subtract one standard 

deviation from the average. This becomes our minimum.

Minimums are more effective if they have some form of consequence 

or reward attached to them. For example, to earn incentives or to advance in 

their career, employees must be meeting minimums. If employees are con-

sistently failing to meet minimums, they will generally be targeted for some 

form of performance plan, which could include everything from coaching 

and retraining to reduced hours and, possibly, termination.

Minimums are performance targets that tell employees what base level of 

performance is needed to work in the call centre. This differs from our stra-

tegic, long-term goal for employee performance of reduced variation among 

employees and continuous improvement. Starting with new-hire training, 

employees are taught the connection between mission, business objectives, 

key drivers and their own performance. 
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The Overall Performance Index is introduced as a composite of agent 

performance. The overall goal is to minimize performance variations among 

employees, while continuing to drive improvements in group performance 

through best practices. We do this by rewarding through compensation, bo-

nuses and career opportunities, and positive statistical exceptions in overall 

performance. As a condition of receiving the reward, the agent who has de-

veloped the practice must demonstrate an understanding of which behaviour 

resulted in the exceptional performance. In addition, they must contribute 

in some way to the cross-team learning of their method. This requires, on 

the agent’s part, an understanding of the underlying drivers that contribute 

to their high OPI as well as an understanding of the behaviour that has been 

affecting the driver. Similarly, agents who are low exceptions on OPI are 

required to identify the root driver and behaviour that is negatively affecting 

their performance. The end result is a very high level of understanding, at the 

agent level, of the mechanics of telephone performance. A natural byproduct 

is agent self-management.

CASE STUDY

Cindy is a telephone service representative in a telephone company. 

She has spent much of the past quarter with a signifi cantly high OPI 

score. By drilling down into her performance tree, she knew that the 

root cause of her high performance had been a combination of low call 

length and high closing or conversion rate. During the quarter she spent 

time listening to tapes of herself and some of her statistically normal 

peers. She determined that the behavioral cause of her exceptional call 

length and closing rate was her method of call control, which included a 

great deal of question asking and a strong closing statement on every 

call. Cindy attempts to bring every call to an agreed conclusion whether 

she is solving a billing matter or selling a long-distance package. After 

explaining her fi ndings to her manager, Cindy documented the fi ndings 

and began daily peer coaching to disseminate her fi ndings across the 

call centre team. For her exceptional performance and team efforts of 

reduced variation and continuous improvement, Cindy received a bonus 

of $1,000.
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Incentives

Our expectations of minimums, variation reduction and continuous 

improvement form our base, long-term motivation strategy. Over time, this 

strategy has worked well at keeping employment levels, attendance and 

performance on a steady, upward trend. Still, we occasionally fi nd that it is 

necessary to offer powerful short-term motivators to keep our staff at peak 

performance levels in real time. Short-term motivators are the things that 

make work appealing, right now. They make it worthwhile to take the last 

call, to stay a few minutes later, or to make just one more sale.

Short-term positive reinforcement for exceptional performance comes in 

a variety of low-cost forms. Typically the reward is immediate, of novelty 

value and achieved with a slight stretch in effort. It is important that the short-

term motivator is not so powerful as to run the risk of pulling employees off 

their long-term strategy for success.

Incentives are always tied to one of the operational key drivers and 

typically are targeted at a driver that needs some immediate attention. They 

include a combination of team-based and individual-based incentives.

Some examples of short-term motivating incentives include:

Time Bank For achieving a particular goal, the employee is  

 rewarded with units of banked paid time. A team- 

 based variation of this is that the team with the highest  

 achievement for a day goes home 15 minutes early.
 

Parties For achieving a daily goal, the team is rewarded  

 with a pizza party.
 

Financial For achieving a specifi c goal, the individual is given  

 a small fi nancial reward—say, 25 cents per sale.  

 Alternatively, the team may be rewarded with a  

 fi nancial bonus for reaching a common goal. This  

 incentive needs to be carefully administered so that it 

 does not overshadow and sabotage the long-term  

 motivation and compensation strategy. 
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Incentives should be short term in nature. Otherwise they run the risk 

of becoming part of employees’ base expectations of the job. In these cases, 

they become part of long-term motivation and cease to have a short-term 

motivating impact. Worse, it becomes de-motivating when the incentive is 

removed. Vary incentives and keep them short term in nature.

As with minimum expectations, the performance required for our staff to 

receive an incentive is statistically determined. For the performance measure 

that we are attempting to affect, we will fi rst determine the average level of 

performance currently being achieved. We will then determine the standard 

deviation in performance and add one standard deviation to the average level 

of performance. This becomes our incentive target level of performance.

We feel that this is a very fair way to establish incentive performance 

levels because it is based on what is actually being achieved today. The 

average represents current overall performance. The average plus one stan-

dard deviation is a level of performance that SOME of our staff are already 

achieving. So the target is achievable and realistic. It is unlikely that ev-

eryone will reach this level of performance but many will, and many will 

come close—so the target is motivating. From a company point of view, if 

we are able to move the department average performance to the target level 

of performance—something we have done numerous times in the past—we 

will realize substantial improvements in effectiveness and productivity. It’s 

a real “WIN-WIN-WIN.”

Compensation

It is critical to think through the compensation strategy as part of long-

term and short-term motivation. As is widely agreed, more money does not 

translate into better performance. Professional athletes rarely perform better 

after receiving the big contract. However, compensation in exchange for skills 

and achievement can be effective. In this model, which is best positioned in 

the long term, employees are paid bonuses or premiums for developing skills 

and/or achieving individual or department goals. For example, our operation 

pays a premium of $0.50 per hour for employees who earn a license to sell 

fi nancial instruments, such as mutual funds. This has proven to be a strong 

motivator for employees to upgrade their skills and get the license. Our op-

eration benefi ts as we increase our range of services. 
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This concept of compensation for skills runs across a wide variety of 

skills that our department values and is a strong reason for employees to 

continue learning. Other examples of skills that we pay premiums for include 

languages, management certifi cation, and certifi cation in other job functions.

We also pay bonuses for achievement of department goals, such as 

sales targets and customer opinion scores. These bonuses are one-time re-

wards for achievement of a specifi c target. They have the ability to focus 

employee efforts on very specifi c tasks. Because they are contingent on 

meeting a department goal, they have the effect of spreading the wealth 

when the department prospers and trimming the fat when the department 

misses objectives. Our experience has shown that bonuses are effective 

when a combination of group and individual bonuses are used—with weight 

given to the group bonuses. With individual bonuses contingent on group 

performance, employees start focusing on group performance and learning. 

Learning is necessary to transfer skills to under-performing agents so that the 

group objective can be achieved. As one of our agents put it, “If you want 

us to act as a team, reward us as a team.” Well said. Base pay is important. 

It is the amount that we have to pay in the marketplace to attract the right 

people. This doesn’t mean that it is a high number—just enough so that good 

employees can afford to work for you.

Beyond this, a strategy of premium for skills and bonuses for achieve-

ment, as part of a larger motivational strategy, can form a strong motivational 

bond that will keep the right employees committed.

Show Them How to Do It

Once employees clearly know what is expected of them, the next thing 

to do is to give them the skill to do it. Amazing as it may sound, many call 

centres don’t spend a great deal of time training employees on how to do 

their jobs. As a result, they often pick up procedures on the job. If what they 

learn is wrong, the results can be disastrous. Imagine the impact of a highly 

motivated, untrained employee. Either the employee works hard at the wrong 

things—in which case you’ve got a problem—or they fail to succeed, in 

which case your motivated employee becomes quickly disillusioned. 
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The ultimate goal of training is to facilitate employee skill development 

to performance maturity as quickly as possible. To accomplish this, simplic-

ity is key. We attempt to keep the content to an absolute minimum. If the 

employee doesn’t need to know it, it isn’t trained. The reason is that even 

with minimized training, our new agents have an impossible amount to learn. 

Their overall probability of success will be enhanced if we keep training 

simple—at least until they have reached performance maturity.

Key components of training will include:

Policies and procedures—This is what must they understand, as well 

as how can they access the other stuff on an as-needed basis.

Department and individual objectives—This should always fi t on one 

page and is one of the most important things for the new agent to 

know.

Product knowledge—A distinction here needs to be made between 

what the employee should memorize (return policies, product 

makeup, etc.) and what they can access through tools and job aids.

Call-handling strategy—This is our basic strategy for handling calls, 

and the employee must know this cold. The call-handling strategy 

will become their core tool for managing customer relationships. 

While we don’t ask employees to follow a script, the call strategy 

or anatomy is our internal method for ensuring consistency of call 

handling with department objectives. It is our mutual framework for 

discussing improvement and reduced variation. 

System utilization—System training is a necessary evil that is getting 

less onerous with the development of easier, graphical systems. 

Again, the agent must know system navigation cold. Failure to 

understand and be able to use the tools will result in interruptions 

to the agents’ call fl ow, frustrated agents, frustrated customers and 

a breakdown of the call handling process, all of this drastically 

affecting our overall performance.
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Training

Even with effective new-hire training programs, many operations suf-

fer from poor agent skills development. The reason for this can typically be 

found in three causes: accountability for skill development, continuity and 

feedback. 

Accountability for Training

Accountability refers to who in management is responsible for the agent 

developing the necessary skills to do the job effectively. Often a trainer is 

responsible for in-class training before passing the new agent off to a fl oor 

supervisor. When an employee is unable to do the job effectively, it is unclear 

who failed—the trainer for not training effectively or the supervisor for not 

following up. To be effective, one person must be responsible for agent skill 

development for a good duration of time—at least until the agent is able to 

produce in-band overall performance results. 

Continuity of Training

This brings up the issue of the duration of skill development. It has 

been suggested that at the conclusion of introductory or new-hire training, 

the agent is totally responsible for the material covered and should have 

total recall of all material. This is ludicrous. Even when I was a full-time 

student I was delighted if I received 80 percent on an examination of what 

I could remember immediately after taking the course. I can only imagine 

what I would have scored one or two weeks after I’d passed the exam—that 

information was fl ushed out of my mind to make room for more immediate 

concerns.

Just as with our studies of school material, agents will do extremely well 

to recall 80 percent of what they are told in new-hire training. What’s more, 

the average recall is probably around 50 percent to 60 percent—if the trainer 

was good. Worse, recall will show a sharp, steady decline in the days after 

training. Add to this the fact that on-the-job skill development rarely feeds 

off new-hire training material and what we’ve got are average recall rates on 

new-hire training well below 50 percent.

Introductory or new-hire training needs to be viewed as the beginning 

of a training and skills development process that never ends. To stick with 

employees, training material needs to be reinforced and repeated to the 

point of nausea. Concepts need to be married to skill and behaviour through 
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example and reinforcement. A variety of tools exist to continue the training 

and development of skills from the groundwork laid in the initial training 

session. These might include:

One-on-one coaching—New staff will receive daily coaching which 

provides feedback on performance while tying behaviours back to 

concepts learned in training. Training concepts will be discussed and 

repeated.

Briefi ngs—Particularly with new staff, the daily briefi ng is an 

opportunity to revisit concepts and skills before the staff starts a new 

day. It is also an opportunity to answer questions and discuss how 

training concepts apply to the job.

Peer coaching—Seating seasoned employees with new employees 

and charging the senior employee with reinforcing concepts and 

skills is an excellent way to develop skills and is motivating for both 

employees.

Refresher classes—It is wise to occasionally pull new employees out 

of the work environment and review material covered in training. 

These classes are typically a fraction of the length of the original 

class, but they are very effective at reinforcing the message and 

building the skill.

The method of follow-up is secondary to the message. What is impor-

tant is that the concepts get repeated. Repeat it enough, the content will be 

remembered, applied and converted to on-the-job skill.

Feedback on Training

As with operational and agent performance, feedback is a critical part of 

the success of a training process. The purpose of training feedback is to gauge 

the effectiveness of existing training processes to past and future processes. 

Several feedback mechanisms are available. We focus on the following:

• Agent examinations

• Agent performance curve

Examinations are literally what they imply. Throughout the training 

process agents are tested on their retention of the content of training. Tests 

are based on content and procedures. Content questions might ask key top-
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of-mind questions, such as: What is our return policy? Process questions 

might include questions, such as: Describe each step of our department’s 

call-handling anatomy. Include behaviours required to achieve top scores on 

call evaluations.

Examinations are conducted immediately after training and every two 

weeks thereafter. Agents are accountable for achieving scores in excess of 75 

percent on the tests. The manager accountable is also responsible for exami-

nation scores. Class scores over time are compared to past classes.

The agent performance curve is a statistical run chart of the Overall 

Performance Index.

The run chart is plotted for the new individual agent, as well as the 

new agent group. Both curves are compared to the performance of a mature 

group of agents. These curves literally represent agent learning curves of 

performance. The average time to consistency with the mature group is one 

of our measures of training success. If we implement a new training process 

and fi nd that the time to peak performance is signifi cantly reduced, then we 

assume that the change was effective. Obviously, some individuals will not be 

as effective as others will. For this reason, we evaluate training effectiveness 

over one or more groups of employees.

Should individuals or groups of agents fail to reach maturity within an 

expected timeframe, action plans, which include refresher training and coach-

ing, are introduced. Should an individual fail to reach maturity after the action 

plan, additional action steps will be considered, including the possibility that 

the employee is not suited for the job.
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Employee Evaluations

In general, we do not use employee evaluations of training. The reason 

being, historically, there is a low correlation between employee opinions 

and skill development as measured by on-the-job performance. Employee 

evaluations seem to be more of an evaluation of how well the trainer and 

employees got along.

We’ve found that employee evaluations can refl ect the quality of training 

only if they are done sometime after the employee has reached performance 

maturity. At this point, the employee can objectively look back at classroom 

training and evaluate how effective the training was at facilitating their de-

velopment. Still the question remains: Will the employee provide an objective 

evaluation given that the manager or trainer responsible may continue to play 

a part in the employee’s career?

Competitive Learning

New-hire training and skills development is defi nitely focused and 

restricted to the knowledge and skills that agents will need to achieve suc-

cess within the call centre; but this does not suggest that we put restrictions 

on agent learning. Competitive learning is a key strategy and all staff are 

encouraged to participate in learning. Competitive learning as a strategy 

requires that we push employee learning beyond skill enhancements for the 

employee’s existing job. Programs are available for employees, which prepare 

them for their next job. Training programs include call centre management 

certifi cation, computer technical support, life insurance licensing and others. 

Employees take these courses on their own time, but receive the training free 

of charge. This training availability is very motivating for our employees and 

it creates a pool of skilled staff to fi ll future roles within our company. 

Give Them Feedback on Performance

I like to ask the question: What’s more important, feedback or train-

ing? Of course, both are important; but if I were faced with having one or 

the other, I’d pick feedback. With enough feedback and over a long enough 

timeframe, you can achieve almost anything. However, the best training will 

only set you on a general course of action. Even if you start just slightly off 

the mark, without feedback you’ll miss your target.
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We work hard to make feedback quantitative, timely and controllable. 

What I mean by controllable, is that we want to give feedback on solid issues 

that the agent can affect. We also want feedback to be continuous. Problems 

in performance reviews occur when subjective feedback, on issues just barely 

related to the job, comes out of left fi eld. This is why performance reviews 

are so painful for all parties involved. The supervisor spends hours writing 

up a lot of vague words on performance, the agent spends an equal amount 

of time decoding the review and asking questions about meaning. In the 

end, neither party is satisfi ed. In fact, they both may end up being resent-

ful—the agent because the supervisor obviously doesn’t know how they are 

doing, and the supervisor because the agent is so unappreciative of all the 

hard work that went into the performance review. The secret is to make the 

feedback easy, controllable, and tightly related to performance and continu-

ous improvement.

Feedback comes in a variety of forms in our offi ce. Call reviews are one 

form of regular feedback. The agent is given feedback on how well their calls 

conform to our call anatomy. They are also given feedback on the way that 

they navigate through screens, their product knowledge, and overall level 

of professionalism. Call review scores are part of their Overall Performance 

Index (OPI).

A very powerful form of feedback is the OPI. Agents are trained in 

understanding the OPI and interpreting their own scores. The idea is that the 

agent will be as effective as we are at analyzing and troubleshooting their 

own performance results. And even with our best efforts, they will naturally 

be quicker and more motivated to look at their scores. Our instruction is 

simple: Look at your results, determine how you would like to improve your 

performance, fi nd someone getting the results that you want, and listen in 

on their calls. The agent has access to tapes from individuals, or they can 

sit in with the individuals. Just as the autoworker inspects the work coming 

down the line, the agent inspects their own work for quality and performance. 

Not only is self-assessment a more powerful method of agent performance 

management, but it cuts down on the work that I have to do, giving me more 

time to help those really in need of help.

Because performance reviews are based on minimum expectations and 

OPI results, they contain no surprises and usually don’t take more than about 

10 minutes. In fact, the bulk of the performance review is spent with the agent 
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explaining to the supervisor how their performance was generated. It is up 

to the agent to identify root causes in the measures and the behaviours that 

generated the root cause. The supervisor’s job is to ensure that the feedback 

mechanisms are in place and to provide guidance as to how agents might 

modify performance to achieve their desired performance result. 

If we look at the illustration on page 102 we can understand how the 

agent can identify a correlation between a low OPI score and a root cause. 

For instance, if an agent has a low OPI and their service index is within or 

above range, they know the problem lies somewhere within the revenue 

indexes. They see that their revenue per hour is lower than the average for 

the group. As they continue their self-analysis they discover that the revenue 

per contacts are within range, but the net contacts per hour are lower than the 

average. As a result the agent has had fewer contacts per hour caused by an 

increase in service time. Therefore, if they can decrease customer service time 

by taking more control of the call, they can positively affect their OPI. 

If the agent understands OPI and the driver elements that make up OPI, 

and if performance results are reliably and accurately available on a daily 

basis, then the agent has adequate feedback to manage their own performance. 

With merit bonuses and reviews based entirely on performance and the contri-

bution to offi ce improvement and consistency, the review process becomes a 

meeting that requires little preparation. Both parties should enter the meeting 

knowing how the agent has performed over the last quarter. Ultimately the 

focus of the meeting should be on future learning and skill development.

Make Supporting Them Your #1 Mission

Support is critical because it is here that the management team has an 

opportunity to release the combination of motivation and skill that has been 

developing in the agent group. Support is paying attention to the employee 

at the job and career level. It is absolutely true that employees want to do 

a good job and it is particularly true if the manager has done the fi rst four 

steps well. Employees want to do a good job, and be recognized for doing 

a good job. To do a good job, to progress, they will often need support. 

Support includes removing obstacles, facilitating performance or, simply, 

guidance on career direction. Where support is absent, the employee is less 

able to do their job and, therefore, becomes frustrated in their attempt to do a 
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good job. Given long enough, the employee will become disillusioned, angry 

with those who are supposed to support them and, ultimately, apathetic and 

de-motivated. Management, failing to see their own role in this process, will 

often wonder what is wrong with today’s employees and ask why they are 

not self-starters. They want to be self-starters. The problem is that the road 

is blocked and no one is helping.

Two areas of support are crucial:

1. Job support

2. Career support

Job support refers to helping the agent to do a good job. This includes 

ensuring that they have the tools to do the job. It also includes ensuring that 

when they have a question, answers are quickly available. It also requires that 

they have the means of acquiring the skills to do the job. As we discussed, 

training is an on-going process. From time to time agents will need to brush 

up on skills or acquire new skills.

One effective means of job support is the internal helpdesk. Just like the 

traditional computer helpdesk, an internal helpdesk is a call centre within a 

call centre designed to answer agent calls for support. Should an agent require 

help with a call, they can put the customer on hold (or let them go), dial the 

helpdesk number and get a supervisor sitting at the desk with a headset on. 

If all available supervisors are busy, the agent will sit in a queue waiting for 

the next available supervisor. This is a far superior approach to having agents 

put up their hand or go looking for a supervisor. The benefi ts are that the 

call is queued. The agent is served on a fi rst-come, fi rst-served basis. And, 

because the queue is part of the ACD system, we get reports on the number 

of support calls sent to the queue as well as the level of service provided 

on support calls. Our feeling is that support must be delivered to agents at 

a level as good as or better than the target offi ce service level. If support is 

not available at the same level of accessibility as the offi ce target, then sup-

port has become a bottleneck. The fi nal benefi t we get is that by centralizing 

support, we’re able to track which agents are calling most frequently and on 

which questions. By putting this into a database, we’re able to prepare special 

training programs to reduce the amount of support needed.

Career support is more concerned with long-term agent motivation and 

direction. Career support addresses what the agent expects to get out of the 

relationship with our company, how they are progressing on their goals and 
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what they should do next to advance to their goals. We spend time counseling 

the agent to ensure that their goals remain aligned in spirit and action with 

company goals. Career support does not take a lot of supervisor time—even 

a few moments every couple of months is helpful. Still, these few moments 

can be very powerful in motivating staff.

Support leads to motivation, a release of skills and high performance. 

In the absence of support, the default result is de-motivation, suppression 

of skills and low performance. In agent performance management, nothing 

could be more important.



 

I am an agent, and I am one of the most important persons in the call 

centre. Granted, I am at the end of the book and listed last in the 23 Steps, so 

you may have some diffi culty believing my importance or think me arrogant 

for expressing it. However, before stereotyping me, keep an open mind, and 

let us explore my position on this “ship” together.

I have been called an agent, TSR, CSR, and front-line worker, among 

other things, I’m sure. In a nutshell, I am the customer’s contact with the 

company. From the customer’s perspective, I am the company; and, as such, 

I shoulder a great deal of responsibility in upholding the company’s image 

as well as providing a number of services to the customer, who is both my 

customer and the company’s customer.

My role is varied and dependent on the customer’s needs. I may serve 

the customer as an advocate (by accurately documenting a complaint and 

ensuring that it reaches the appropriate parties), and I may act as a source of 

information and/or sales representative.

Although my role may be varied my key responsibilities are clear.

1. Work with my Employee Performance Supervisor to 

understand how success in this position can help me to 

achieve my goals—tie my goals to company goals.

2. Work to achieve my job expectations.

3. Continually improve my skills until I become a peak performer.

4. Show others how to become a peak performer.

CHAPTER 7
 

the Telephone Service
Representative
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The Beginning

Prior to being hired I was assessed by the company through skills test-

ing and interviews. Obviously I passed and that is why I am here; but more 

importantly, these scores provide me with a base to start from. I know how I 

did, what skills I have, those I don’t and those I need to improve. The formula 

is simple: The more I learn and the more that I pass on to others, the more 

opportunities I get to learn and try new things. I defi nitely want to move 

to other roles and I know the formula: Make myself more valuable off the 

phones than on. The best way that I can think of to do that is to develop some 

really good skills and teach them to others. It’s sort of a give-and-get equa-

tion. A win-win-win situation. I get to show the company what I am capable 

of; I help a new employee move closer to his/her goals (a very rewarding 

experience), and the company now has two competent, fulfi lled employees. 

The important thing is to know what you want, make it known and get what 

you want by learning, improving and showing others how to achieve their 

goals. Simple and straightforward, no mysteries, surprises, or magic formulas. 

Hard work? You bet, but well worth it. 

The Continuous Improvement Module

By this point, from previous chapters I am sure you have a sound 

understanding of the Continuous Improvement Module (CIM), its use and 

importance. What I would like to provide you with here is an agent’s perspec-

tive on the use of CIM.

I was fi rst introduced to CIM during my initial training session. It wasn’t 

very diffi cult to grasp the concepts behind CIM nor its importance to me and 

my success here. The most interesting benefi t to me of the CIM module is 

that I am able to track my own progress daily or weekly. How? Well, I do 

this for myself much the way the EPS explained he does it in the previous 

chapter.

The chart on the facing page is a sample of a CIM summary chart that 

I would use.

These summary charts are updated regularly and posted in an accessible 

area to all employees. Depending on what project/campaign I am working on, 

my fi rst step would be to familiarize myself with the specifi c minimums.
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As explained in previous chapters, minimums are what is required of me 

and would be defi ned and explained to me by my supervisor. There are some 

minimums that are company wide (values observed) and some are campaign 

specifi c (sales per hour). Whatever they are, they’re always itemized on the 

CIM summary. It is all there for me in black and white—no guessing.

Knowing clearly what is expected of me, daily or weekly, I would re-

view my statistics from the summary charts posted. I ask myself three simple 

questions: 

1. Am I or am I not meeting my minimums/requirements?

2. Why am I or am I not meeting my minimums?

3. How can I meet/exceed my minimums?

The CIM summary charts provide me with the answers I am looking 

for. First I would look at the Overall Performance Index (OPI) to see how I 

compared to my co-workers on the same campaign. If my OPI were lower 

than the average, I would then look to see if I was meeting my minimums. 

Once I have answered the fi rst two questions for myself and found the 

problem, I move to the third question: How can I do better? Sometimes, it 

may be something as simple as improving schedule adherence, other times it 

may require that I ask for coaching. Having this information at my disposal 

affords me a sense of security and confi dence in having the knowledge and 

the control to better my performance.

Another benefi t of the CIM summary chart is that I can see how others 

are doing. This is also very valuable to me. When I fi rst started as an agent I 

would look for the high performers on the CIM summary, fi nd out who they 

were and sit next to them. It was a tremendous help to me both in develop-

ing skills and motivation. With the CIM summary charts I can tell if I am 

slipping and ask for coaching or other help before it becomes a big problem. 

This system also works well when I am doing great. With this system I am 

able to work with my EPS toward my goals.
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Work to Achieve Your Job Expectations

We have all heard the phase, If it is to be, it is up to me, at some point 

in our lives. Nowhere could this statement be more accurate or signifi cant 

than in the role of the agent. In this environment my success and or failure 

are largely dependent on my expectations. Fully understanding my own ex-

pectations and the company’s mission, I am able to tie my goals to company 

goals. My attitude and commitment to myself will factor largely in the equa-

tion to my success. The company will do its part; but the bottom line is that 

it really is up to me. There is no other person who can show the company 

what I am capable of. There is no other person who can honestly or more 

accurately express to my EPS what I need to be successful. There is no one 

else looking back from the mirror each morning telling me I have done the 

best job I am capable of.

Sometimes it is easy to place the responsibility on others. Let’s face it, 

we all have days when we just want to stay in bed, throw the covers over 

our head and shut out the world. So how do we continue the “if it is to be” 

attitude? Motivation. Motivation is something we all need but generally have 

diffi culty sustaining without a little help, a little guidance, a little positive 

reinforcement and—to be honest—sometimes a little disciplinary push once 

in a while. Motivation is made easier here due to a number of factors, which 

include support, incentives and a method of monitoring improvements. It 

is up to each of us to continually improve our skills until we become peak 

performers and to be even more recognized by the company. It is still up to 

each individual to help another become a peak performer.

The following case history is one account of a NuComm International 

employee’s success story. It was written by Lorraine exactly as it is printed 

here. I hope it will illustrate for you (in a concrete manner)—all that I have 

discussed in this chapter.

CASE HISTORY—LORRAINE 

When I started here two and a half years ago, I wasn’t sure what I 

was getting myself into and didn’t really know what to expect. My early 

knowledge of call centres came from my older sister’s “dinner talk” 

about her job: calling people. She wasn’t very complimentary with her 

comments and she wasn’t very happy with her job either. For years I 

skipped over anything that had the least bit of a hint of telephone work. 

So how did I get here when I so deliberately tried to avoid it?

Chapter Seven…The Telephone Service Representative
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I left a very good-paying assembly-line factory job because I needed 

a challenge. I wasn’t feeling fulfi lled and I hated going to work. I have 

always been a fi rm believer that work shouldn’t feel like an obligation 

or a duty but should be something that you enjoy. I returned to college 

and graduated with honours in the fi eld of Early Childhood Education 

(ECE). This was fulfi lling and I worked in this fi eld while pursuing a 

BA/BED degree part time. For personal reasons I left in my third year. 

(This is something I still intend to fi nish.) It didn’t take me long to see 

that I wasn’t going to make much money as an ECE teacher. A teaching 

position with the board of education wasn’t looking very promising with all 

the government cutbacks in education. So I enrolled in a small business 

course in the hopes of starting a business of my own. 

As a marketing assignment I engaged in the research of a number of 

marketing mediums and their effectiveness. My research resulted in 

a fuller understanding of the evolution of call centres and I developed 

a genuine appreciation for what they had to offer companies and 

customers alike. The course was designed to help students launch a 

small business based on realistic expectations, so part of the curriculum 

was geared toward personal exploration and enlightenment. I realized 

that I was not yet ready to set off on my own. I had a lot more to learn 

about business. (Remember, my background was in ECE.)

I was attracted to apply to this particular call centre because the 

advertisement promised hourly wage based on performance, quarterly 

performance reviews, incentives, and advancement, among other things. 

I knew I was a dedicated worker and I knew I had transferable skills and 

what better place to learn how to start a business then from one that is 

still young and growing itself. What I didn’t fully realize was that I had 

found myself in the line of work my sister so hated years ago. During my 

orientation to the company and my training I kept an open mind and I 

kept asking myself: What didn’t Jackie (my sister) like about this? When 

the trainer and my EPS introduced the 23 steps to me and explained 

my part in them, I began to realize that my sister and the call centre 

she worked for years ago were simply incompatible with irreconcilable 

differences.

It has been a little over two and a half years and I am still here. I 

work on the phones when I am needed but I have advanced to other 

responsibilities as well. Some of the friends I made here have left, some 

are young and need to explore as I did, and others felt they needed 
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something different. Whatever the reason for leaving, the company 

respects it, understanding that as an individual grows and learns more of 

oneself, goals may change. Will they return? Perhaps; or maybe they will 

take the skills and knowledge they acquired here and use it elsewhere. 

Either way, the customer will be better served—and that was one of the 

goals. Many of my other friends remained here with me, some of them 

moving into supervisory positions and others choosing to remain an agent.

Occasionally, I have heard new hires describe themselves with the 

statement, “I am just an agent.” I like to tell them that, like you, I was an 

agent but we are never just an agent. Agents are needed here and the 

whole place knows it. Let’s face it, without the agent the ship would not 

have the resources to man the engines. We are agents and we play an 

integral part in keeping the ship running smooth and moving forward. 

Arrogance? Hardly. I prefer to see it as competence, confi dence and self-

assuredness, and I developed these with the help of my EPS and others 

who have positively touched my life here. So, I may be at the end of 

the book and at the bottom of the 23 steps but I know that all of us take 

each step toward the mission and vision together, hand in hand we grow 

an effective call centre. So, when new hires arrive, I get excited. New 

hires bring with them new perspectives and skills and with this I know we 

will always have continuous improvement that benefi ts our common goal.

As for opening my own business—in essence, I have. I work for my 

betterment, and enjoyment. I am in control of my career. With hard work 

and dedication I can affect my income. I am valued and appreciated 

for my contributions. I am not stuck. I have choices. I am empowered. I 

expect to be here for quite some time. I was an agent but I was never 

“just an agent.”

Chapter Seven…The Telephone Service Representative
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Epilogue

I hope that you’ve found the thoughts and ideas in this book useful. If 

there is an attempt at one central theme throughout, it has been continuity 

and control. Similar to captains of a starship, we as call centre managers 

have a great deal of control over how the call centre operates and where it 

goes—perhaps more control than we ever thought possible. Continuity of 

approach throughout our crew and understanding what levers and buttons to 

push will give us the insight to direct our journey. In my experience work-

ing with a good number of call centre operations, success has resulted from 

the companies that clearly understand their purpose, have in place a system 

of cause and effect that is designed to achieve that purpose, and obtain 

constancy of purpose among all staff. This concentrated effort toward a few 

simple goals is very effective and, in many cases, sadly lacking.

Hopefully, within these pages there is some semblance of a plan thatwill 

save you the time, effort, and frustration of traveling in uncharted space to 

reach your destination. This book is my attempt to map a course that will 

take you to your destination more quickly and effi ciently. I hope you fi nd it 

helpful. Have a great journey!
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Glossary

Abandonment Rate (1/Answer Rate): The percentage of callers who hang-up 
before their call is answered by an  agent, or before they make a selection 
in an IVR. FORMULA: Divide number of calls abandoned by number of calls 
offered.

Above Band Performance: An agent’s performance, as measured by a key 
driver or measure, falls more than one standard deviation above the average 
level of performance for all agents in the group.

Accessibility: Measures that describe the general speed of call answering and 
our customer’s level of acceptance with this speed of answer. Abandon 
rate (answer rate), ASA and service levels are frequently used to describe 
accessibility.

Agent Performance Management: The process of managing agent 
performance to meet call centre goals. Includes: recruitment, setting 
performance expectations, training, feedback and support. 

Agent, Operator: Telephone sales and/or service representative handling 
inbound and outbound customer calls. 

Analyst: Provides feedback on operations and agent performance. Identifi es 
opportunities to improve operational and individual performance through 
statistical analysis of people, process and technology.

Aptitude Testing: Employment tests. A screening tool used to assess 
applicants and determine if they are suited for the type of position they are 
applying for. The results of the test are compared by the testing company 
to a benchmark group of other persons who currently work in a similar job. 
The purpose is to provide a prediction as to whether the new hire will enjoy 
and excel at the job that they are applying for.

Automatic Call Distributor (ACD): An option on your telephone system 
which provides a uniform distribution of incoming calls to a number of 
telephone CSR/TSRs. Some phone systems are built as ACDs.

Automatic Number Identifi cation (ANI): ANI is a service that transmits 
the customer’s calling number and delivers it to the call center’s telephone 
system.

AHT (Average Handle Time): The average amount of time spent processing 
customer calls. FORMULA: (total talk time plus total work time plus total out 
time) divided by contacts.

Average Out Time: The average amount of time that an agent was occupied 
on each outbound call without a customer on hold. FORMULA: Divide total 
out time by number of outbound calls. 

Average Speed of Answer (ASA): Average speed of answer. The average 
amounts of time that customers wait in queue before being greeted by an 
agent.

Below Band Performance:  An agent’s performance, as measured by a key 
driver or measure, falls more than one standard deviation below the average 
level of performance for all agents in the group.

Appendix One—Glossary
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Business Measures: Overall barometer of how well the operation is doing in 
its delivery of customer satisfaction, revenue generation and effi ciency.

Business Practices: Activities that affect performance drivers.

Call Blending: Call blending occurs when inbound and outbound calls are 
delivered to the same agent. At any time the phone system may present the 
blended agent with either an inbound or outbound call. A tone or screen pop 
indicates to the agent which type of call they are receiving.

Call Length (CST, or AHT): The length of time spent processing the average 
call. It includes all logged telephone time processing calls and will include 
talk time and not ready time.  FORMULA: (agent logged time minus time 
waiting for calls) divided by number of calls handled.

Call Review Scores: The call review scores are assessments of how well 
agents are adhering to call handling procedures. Call review scoring is the 
process of listening to and scoring the agent’s calls to evaluate how well the 
agent is working within the established call handling procedures.

Calls Answered: Telephone calls receiving an answer from an agent or IVR.     

Calls Offered: Telephone calls registered and received by the telephone 
system, but not necessarily answered. FORMULA: Add number of calls 
abandoned + number of calls answered.

Coach: Person who works “hands on” with the agents to provide them with 
immediate feedback, peer support and skills development on a daily basis. 
They provide fl oor support and  a follow up of “new hires” after classroom 
training to ensure the agent’s success.

Customer Base: The total number of customers at a given point in time.

CST (Customer Service Time): Similar to AHT. The average amount of time 
spent busy (or occupied—not idle) dealing with customer contacts.  CST 
provides a more accurate picture of agent workload because it accounts for 
ALL agent occupied time. FORMULA: (total logged time minus total idle 
time) divided by contacts.

Computer-Telephone Integration (CTI): Communication between 
the telephone system and the computer system. Allows you to merge 
information and telecommunications technologies providing added 
functionality to the agents and end customers.

Contact Centre: Synonymous with Call Centre. Sometimes differentiated, 
because a contact centre will handle email, chat, faxes, etc.—not just “calls.”

Continuous Improvement Modules (CIM): A humongous data warehouse, 
CIM is the engine behind NuComm International’s proprietary web-based 
performance management tool, CIMWeb©.  

Control Charts: Control charts identify the statistical anomalies in driver 
performance. When performance is outside the “norm”, the control chart 
alerts you to analyze what could be the cause of the variation.

Cost Per Customer: FORMULA: Total costs divided by customer base.

Culture: The broad management strategy and rules of behavior that guide 
Management and staff.
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Customer Opinion: Feedback of how well you are meeting customer 
expectations.

Daily Work Plan, Roster: Represents exactly who will be coming in, and 
what time they will be starting/ending their shifts for a particular day.

Data Warehouse: A large computer database used to store the mountains of 
call center statistical data.

DNIS (Dialed Number Identifi cation Service): Through DNIS, the telephone 
network provides the call centre with the number that the customer dialed. 
This information tells the telephone system how to route the caller.

Drivers: micro-measures that mathematically model the business objectives 
and can be controlled by management and staff. Where the business 
objectives are gauges of overall performance in service, effi ciency and 
revenue generation, the drivers could \ be thought of as levers that affect 
performance.

Dynamic Network Routing: A computer terminal that is directly connected to 
the telephone company’s switching offi ce allowing the call centre to control 
the routing of customers’ calls at the network level—before they hit the call 
centre’s telephone system.

Employee Opinion: Feedback of how well you are meeting employee 
expectations.

Employee Performance Supervisor (EPS): Person who has the responsibility 
of ensuring that agents are capable of performing their jobs in a manner 
consistent with department goals and objectives. This includes skills, 
motivation and opportunity. Supporting the agent is their # 1 mission.

Erlang C: A traffi c analysis developed by K.A. Erlang. Given the inputs of 
call volume, call length, and desired service, Erlang C provides outputs such 
as the base staff required to achieve the target, the likelihood that callers will 
experience a delay, the ASA, and the average delay experienced by callers.

Fishbone Diagram: Fishbone diagrams identify the various impacts on a driver.

Flow Chart: Flow charts identify the process of work and any bottlenecks 
where process variation may occur.

Forecasting: Scheduling starts with the process of forecasting call volumes 
and call length, and the number of staff required.

Histograms: Histograms are utilized to understand the relative importance of 
the various contributors to driver performance.

Idle Time: The amount of time that agents spend waiting for calls. Idle time 
can be expressed as a percentage of total manned time or in hours.

In Band Performance:  An agent’s performance, as measured by a key driver 
or measure, falls between plus one and minus one standard deviation of the 
average performance for all agents in the group.

Incentives: Short-term motivational tools. They should include a combination 
of team and individual based incentives. Vary incentives and tie them to one 
of the operational key drivers that require immediate attention.

Appendix One—Glossary
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Interactive Voice Response Unit (IVR): A voice processing application 
which provides automated services to incoming callers. Callers are prompted 
through a series of menus by pressing telephone numbers (press 1 for 
service, 2 for your account balance, etc.). Information gathering, information 
retrieval and interaction with other systems, such as a company’s host 
computer or databases, are characteristics of interactive voice response units.

Legacy: Something handed down from the past. Old stuff. For example, using 
a “legacy” billing system in the call center would simply mean using an 
older version of a billing system that has since been improved, updated, or 
replaced.

Load: The volume of work in a call centre, usually expressed in hours. Load 
is calculated by multiplying call length in seconds by the number of calls 
answered and dividing by 3,600 (to express in hours). 

Local Area Network (LAN): An internal network that delivers on-line 
services across the organization to anyone who has some kind of intelligent 
workstation, such as a personal computer.

Manned to Paid Ratio: M/P refers to a percentage of paid time that agents 
manned the phones. Manned time is the total time logged into the phone 
system and includes, talk time, wait time, extension calls, and call work. 
Paid time is the total time that agents were paid for (payroll hours). 
M/P is a measure of overall call centre productivity and profi tability.           
FORMULA: Total manned time (signed in time) divided by paid time.

Minimum Expectations: Minimum expectations tell the employees what 
base level of performance is required to work in the call center. Specifi c 
performance targets that you want your employees to achieve with some 
form of reward or consequence attached.  

Mission Statement: A call centre’s description of what they are attempting to 
do right now. Direction provided by the corporation. 

Monitoring Systems: Software that automates the recording of agent phone 
calls for later evaluation by a supervisor. The evaluation form is typically 
online. Performance measures are often integrated as well. Monitoring 
systems include a variety of reporting options. 

Not Ready: Any off-line post-call processing time related to one call (after 
the customer has disconnected). Usually expressed as an average over calls 
answered. Also known as After Call Work (ACW)  FORMULA: Divide total 
work time by number of calls handled.

Occupancy: A measure of staff productivity while manning the phones. The 
percentage of total telephone manned time spent handling calls or on out-
calls. FORMULA: Total occupied time divided by total sign on time 

Overall Performance Index (OPI): Overall performance index. It is a 
measure which refl ects the combined results of service, productivity,  and 
revenue generation. It was designed to provide feedback on overall agent 
performance.

Overfl ow: Additional traffi c beyond the capacity of a specifi c trunking group, 
agent groups, telephone system, or call center. This traffi c can be offered to 
another trunk group, agent group, switch or center. 
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Percent of Base Calling: The percent of customer base calling in.               
FORMULA: The number of calls offered divided by the customer base

Performance Drivers: Measurements which mathematically model business 
objectives, and can be infl uenced by management and staff. 

Predictive Dialer: A piece of computer/telephone equipment that dials 
telephone numbers for an outbound call center. A dialer automatically 
disconnects from answering machines, voicemail, busy lines, no answers 
and telephone company messages (not in service, number change).  

Queue: A grouping of agents and telephone lines. A queue is created to 
effi ciently distribute and answer a large volume of similar incoming calls. 
For example, a queue would be created for all agents answering calls placed 
to a busy toll-free tech support number. Also known as a gate or a split.

Real-Time Scheduling: Real–time activity, throughout the day. Matching 
demand with resources as an on going process. Making staffi ng adjustments 
based on the cumulative volume in the early part of the day. Comparisons 
of staff required to staff scheduled 

Revenue Per Call: FORMULA: Revenue divided by calls handled

Root Cause Analysis: In-depth understanding of driver behaviors and how 
they affect change in the drivers. This is done by drilling down into the sub-
drivers.

Run Charts: Run charts show a single individual or department’s performance 
in a single measure over a period of time. Their purpose is to help in 
understanding and illustrating the trends in performance. 

Schedule Adherence: The percentage of employee’s scheduled shift actually 
worked including approved off-phone exceptions. [logged hours + off-phone 
exceptions]/paid hours.

Scheduler, Resource Supervisor: Person who is responsible for  ensuring 
that the call centre has enough people, equipment, space and  technology to 
achieve its goals. He/she determines when resources are required and that 
they are available when needed.

Scheduling: The process of creating a record which specifi es when an agent 
is supposed to on duty to handle calls. This includes the days of the week 
worked, start time, break time and duration (as well as paid and unpaid 
status), and stop time. When scheduling  one must forecast WHEN the 
resources are actually required.

Service Level: The percentage of calls answered or abandoned within a 
predetermined amount of time (usually in seconds, e.g., 20 seconds). 

Service Level Objective: The target or benchmark service level that a call 
centre strives to achieve. The objective is determined through a cost/benefi t 
analysis of various service levels. 

Shift Trades: A process that allows agents to trade shifts amongst themselves. 
This allows for some schedule fl exibility while ensuring appropriate 
resources are present. It  also helps to reduce sick days. 

Skills Routing: An evolution of the ACD queuing principle. Calls are 
dynamically queued to agents or resources possessing the best possible set 
of skills to handle the customer requests.

Appendix One—Glossary



Standard Deviation: A measure of the range of values in a set of numbers. 
A statistic used as a measure of the dispersion or variation in a distribution, 
equal to the square root of the arithmetic mean of the squares of the 
deviations from the arithmetic mean.

Talk Time: The total time spent talking directly with customers. Usually 
expressed as an average over calls answered. FORMULA: Divide total talk 
time by number of calls handled.

Technology Supervisor: Person responsible for providing technological 
supports in the achievement of our mission and business objectives. This 
includes recommending the appropriate tools to do the job, confi guring the 
tools to work properly and reliably, setting performance specifi cations for 
the tools, and providing maintenance and trouble shooting support.

Telemarketing: Typically used to describe outbound telephone sales and pro-
motion. In some cases telemarketing is also used to describe inbound sales.

Total Delay: The total amount of time-delayed callers had to wait to be 
answered. Important in calculating the telecom costs of poor service levels.               
FORMULA: Multiply the average speed of answer by the number of delayed 
callers.

Total Fixed Costs: Total recurring monthly costs. Examples of costs that do 
not change, i.e., rent and equipment leases.

TSR (Tele-Service Representative—Agent, Operator, Customer Service 
Representative, Customer Account Executive, Rep): Telephone sales and/
or service representative handling inbound and outbound customer calls.

Variable Cost per Hour: Total variable costs required to run the call center 
for one hour. Costs that change, i.e., wages, benefi ts, telecom costs such as 
long distance.

Voice Response Unit (VRU): Similar to an IVR. The term VRU typically 
refers to the computer hardware, which runs voice-processing applications, 
whereas the term IVR refers to the actual voice processing application.

Wide Area Network (WAN): A communications network that uses such 
devices as telephone lines, satellite dishes, or radio waves to span a larger 
geographic area than can be covered by a LAN

Workforce Management Software: Scheduling System. A tool utilized 
by a scheduler to improve effi ciencies of operation. It can help to do the 
following: collect historical data from the telephone system, forecast call 
volumes and call lengths based on historical trends, calculate the number of 
staff required to meet service standards (uses a queuing formula = Erlang 
C), creates work shifts (from available employee time) to cover staffi ng 
requirements and summarizes the work shifts into employee schedules.
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23 Steps to an Effective Call Centre

Roles  Responsibilities/Steps
Manager/Director 1. Set the mission and vision of the operation.

 2. Establish measurable business objectives that   

  support the mission and vision.

 3. Identify the key numerical drivers that impact the  

  business objectives.

 4. Assign key roles and responsibilities required to  

  achieve goals.

 5. Create a culture that supports the mission.

 6. Ensure that all policies and procedures support the  

  mission, business objectives and key drivers.

Resource    7. Determine resources required to meet goals.

Supervisor 8. Determine when resources are needed. 

(Scheduler) 9. Ensure that the resources are available when they  

  are needed.

Analyst 10. Provide statistical feedback on business objectives  

  and key performance drivers.

 11. Identify opportunities to improve operational and  

  individual performance through statistical analysis  

  key performance drivers. 

Technology 12. Recommend the appropriate tools to meet   

Supervisor  business objectives and affect key drivers.

 13. Confi gure the tools to work properly and reliably.

 14. Provide appropriate maintenance and trouble   

  shooting support.

Employee 15. Hire the right TSRs to do the job.

Performance 16. Tell them what to do and why. 

Supervisor (EPS) 17. Show them how to do it.

 18. Give them feedback on performance.

 19. Make supporting them your #1 mission.

Telephone 20. Work with your EPS to understand how success  

Service  in this position can help you to achieve your goals. 

Representatives 21. Work to achieve your job expectations.

(TSR, Agents) 22. Continually improve your skills until you become a  

  peak performer.

 23. Show others how to become a peak performer. 

Appendix Two—The 23 Steps
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Skills

They have the entry-level 

skills that we need.

 

Be very clear on skills/

behaviour required for 

immediate job success and 

long-term career success.

 

Provide them with the ad-

ditional skills that they will 

need to be successful.

Provide real-time and 

historical feedback on per-

formance versus required 

for success.  Provide feed-

back on behaviour/skills 

adjustments.

 

Provide assistance where 

obstacles/lack of resources 

inhibit employee perfor-

mance. 

The Quick Answer

1. Hire the right 

people.

2. Tell them 

what to do, and 

why. 

3. Show them 

how to do it. 

4. Give them 

feedback on 

performance. 

5. Make sup-

porting them 

your #1 mission. 

Appendix Three—The Quick Answer

Motivation

They have long-term and 

short-term goals/desires 

consistent with what we 

have to offer.

 

Explain how they will 

get what they want in the 

long-term and short-term 

by using their skills to 

achieve company goals.

 

Training motivates by 

showing employees how 

to be successful in achiev-

ing company and personal 

goals. Poor training 

de-motivates as employee 

becomes unclear on how 

to succeed.

 

Honest feedback ener-

gizes motivation because 

employee feels control 

over rewards.  Lack of 

feedback de-motivates as 

uncertainty of rewards 

sets in.

Support motivates by 

getting employees closer 

to their goals.  Lack of 

support de-motivates and 

becomes a frustrating 

roadblock to success. 



Suggested Readings

The Deming Management Method. Walton, Mary

One Minute Manager. Blanchard, Ken

Seven Habits of Highly Effective People. Covey, Stephen

The Call Centre Dictionary. Bodin, Dawson

The Call Centre Handbook. Dawson




